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Abstract
Recently, Electric Vehicles (EVs) are a promising solution for reduc-
ing CO2 emission and air pollution in the big cities. However, until
now, the EVs have been not so attractive to consumers due to the
short running distance, long charging time and high battery cost. The
dynamic charging solution has been proposed to reduce the energy de-
pendence and battery cost of EVs. As the demand of that systems, a
13.56 MHz high power inverter with the efficiency of over 95% is re-
quired. With the previous researches, there are three major research
challenges have been recorded. At very high switching frequency such
as 13.56 MHz, the influence of the parasitic elements in the circuit is
the first challenge because it strongly affect both of power and drive
circuit of the inverter. Consequently, the inverter may be damaged
or unstable. Secondly, the switching and gate drive power loss in the
inverter are also the challenge when it proportionally increase with
the switching frequency. At 13.56 MHz, it is difficult to obtain the
extremely high efficiency such as 95%. Finally, the high output power
required is another challenge due to the low rate-parameters and the
challenges in the parallel connecting of the high speed switching de-
vices. To overcome these challenges, a number of the analyses and
proposed design are presented in this dissertation.
Firstly, the effect of the parasitic elements in the high switch-
ing frequency half-bridge inverter is analyzed and evaluated in detail
based on the perspective of the ringing loop in the circuit. Based on
these, an optimized PCB design is proposed to minimize the parasitic
inductance in the ringing loop of the inverter. With the improved
PCB, the experiment results show that, the peak voltage and the am-
plitude of the ringing current in the circuit is reduced. However, the
ZVS condition and the stability of the inverter at high input voltage
condition are not achieved due to the high frequency ringing in the
circuit. Therefore, a ringing damping circuit is proposed. The high
stability and the low power loss on the proposed damping circuit is
the advantage to obtain high efficiency of the inverter. In the ex-
periment results, the ringing current in the circuit is damped. A 1.2
kW output power is obtained with the efficiency of 93.1%. This is an
improvement in the 13.56 MHz inverter. However, it does not meet
the required efficiency of the inverter for the dynamic EV charging
systems due to limited switching speed of the silicon-MOSFET.
Secondly, to improve the efficiency of the inverter, the GaN HEMT
device is used. In an experiment, the inverter using GaN HEMT
obtains the efficiency of 97.5% which shows the potential to meet
the required efficiency of the inverter for the dynamic EV charging
systems. However, the output power of the inverter is limited due to
the low rate current of the GaN HEMT. And the parallel connection
of GaN HEMT devices at 13.56 MHz is very difficult because of the
strong unbalance dynamic current distribution. Therefore, a design
using multiphase resonant inverter is proposed. The proposed module
design, the proposed power loss analysis method to obtain highest
efficiency and the proposed drive circuit design have been addressed
in detail. In experiment, a 3 kW inverter with the efficiency of 96.1%
is achieved that significantly improves the efficiency of 13.56 MHz
inverter. A 10 kW inverter with the efficiency of over 95% will be
developed by following this proposed design in near future.
Finally, the 13.56 MHz high power inverter with the efficiency of
over 95% can be realizable. However, the Class DE operation mode
which is used in multiphase resonant inverter requires exact parameter
of load, resonant circuit and several turning in the experiment process.
Therefore, it is still difficult to apply in the dynamic charging systems
where the parameters of the coupling system will always change in the
operation. The inverter behavior analysis and the further researches
to keep the soft switching condition in the operation with the dynamic
coupling system are necessary in the future work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Wireless power transfer and EV dynamic
charging systems
Recently, Electric Vehicles (EVs) are a promising solution for reducing CO2 emis-
sion and air pollution in the big cities. However until now, the EVs have been not
so attractive to the consumers due to the short running distance, long charging
time and high battery cost. Hence, the dynamic wireless charging solution has
been proposed to reduce the energy dependence and battery cost of EVs [1-4].
The wireless power transfer (WPT) technology had been researching to apply
in EVs charging from several years ago. In the late of 1970s, a 20 kW WPT
system was conducted for a running EV [1]. The wireless transfer distance was
2.5cm. Huge couplers were used because of the using only 180 Hz frequency
power source. By the development of power electronic, the frequency has been
increasing to reduce the couplers size while increase the transfer distance and
obtain high efficiency. In the recent technology, as shown in Fig. 1.1, the EV
WPT systems are almost using frequency in range from 20 to 150 kHz [2-9]. A
few hundred millimeters transfer distance with over 90% efficiency was achieved
at kilowatt power level [2-9]. In MHz frequency range, the size and weight of the
coupling coils are much reduced. The transfer distance can expand to more than
1
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Figure 1.1: Transfer power versus operating frequency of WPT in recent
researches [2].
1 meter with transfer efficiency over 90% [10]. These features promise a great
performance for EV dynamic charging systems. In this project, we arm to build
a WPT system for EV dynamic charging applications with the transfer distance
is up to 1 meter. Therefore, the operation frequency of 13.56 MHz in ISM band
is chosen. However, the MHz operation frequency is still hard to apply in EV
charging system because it is difficult to convert several kilowatts power at MHz
frequency with high efficiency [2].
Fig. 1.2 shows the structure of a dynamic EV charging system including
the transmitting side in the ground and the receiving side in the vehicle. In
the transmitting side, the electrical energy from the utility power source will be
converted to the DC power source by using a rectifier. Then a high frequency
inverter is used to generate the 13.56 MHz current in the transmitting coil from
the DC power source. In the receiving side, the 13.56 MHz frequency current
2
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Figure 1.2: Structure of a dynamic EV charging system.
received from the receiving coil will be rectified to DC power source again by a
high frequency rectifier. The DC source will be used to charge the batteries on
the vehicle through an impedance matching and charging control circuit. With
recent technology, the efficiency of such dynamic EV charging system mainly
depends on the efficiency of the 13.56 MHz inverter in the transmitting side and
the transfer efficiency between the coupling coils.
There are standards about power levels and efficiency of EV WPT which
is recommended in the developing SAE J2954 standard [11]. The efficiency of
over 85% for whole systems is recommended [11]. To satisfy such efficiency, the
efficiency of each part in the dynamic EV charging system is shown in Fig. 1.2.
The efficiency of over 95% for 13.56MHz high power inverter is required.
1.2 High power and high frequency inverter for
EV dynamic charging systems
At high operation frequency, the class E and class Φ2 inverters can achieve high
efficiency due to realizing the zero voltage switching (ZVS) and the zero voltage
slope switching(ZdVS) condition [12-16]. Furthermore, the simple gate drive
circuit is required for these inverter because they use only one switch referenced
3
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to ground . Therefore, the class E and class Φ2 inverters are the most suitable
topology for the high switching frequency applications. In 2006, a 13.4 W class E
inverter operating at 13.56 MHz switching frequency with the efficiency of 91%
was presented in [13]. In May 2015, a 13.56 MHz 1.3 kW class Φ2 inverter with
GaN FET for Wireless Power Transfer which obtained efficiency of 94.6% was
presented in [16]. However, these types of inverters are difficult to apply at high
power level because the topology of these inverters use only one power switch
[12-16] and the stress voltage on the power switch is very high in the comparison
with the input DC voltage [12-16].
Half-bridge class D inverters have been used for a long time. The stress
voltage on the power switches equals to the input DC voltage that is the most
advantage of this topology to apply in high power applications. The theoretical
efficiency of a Class-D amplifier is 100% with the ideal switches. However, in
practical inverter, the limited switching speed of the switching devices causes
the switching power loss which increases with the increasing of the switching
frequency. At 13.56 MHz, the general class D inverter obtains the efficiency
of about 70-80% [17]. The switching power loss on the class D inverter can be
eliminated by the applying of the soft-switching conditions. In 2012, a 13.56 MHz
1.7 KW class D inverter with the efficiency of 87% is obtained by the realizing
the ZVS condition [17].
Class DE inverters have the same structure as the half-bridge Class D with
the addition of shunt capacitance across both switches. With the optimizing
the parameters, class DE inverters can achieve the soft-switching condition as
the same with class E inverter while the stress voltage is the same with Class
D inverters [18]. Vries et al. shows that the Class DE inverter is capable of
efficient operation for frequencies up to 5 MHz with power levels up to 1 kW [18].
However, the authors also observed the practical challenges associated with Class
DE in MHz frequency operation including PCB layout, the high side gate drive,
and synchronization of high and low side gate drive pulses [18].
In order to design the high power inverter, the half-bridge inverter topology is
chosen in the design which is presented in this dissertation. The final design target
is 10 kW inverter operating at 13.56 MHZ with the efficiency of over 95%. The
4
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design is divided in three design steps. The first step, a 1 kW inverter is designed
with the consideration about the influent of the parasitic elements at 13.56 MHz
switching frequency. Then, 3 kW and 10 kW inverter is designed in step 2 and
step 3 respectively with the consideration on the efficiency improvement and the
increasing of the output power. In this dissertation, the first and second steps
are presented.
1.3 Research challenges and objectives
1.3.1 Research challenges
Based on the review results, Three major research challenges are recognized in
this project as following:
• Firstly, as the analysis in the previous research [18-25], the influences of the
parasitic elements have been recorded as one of the first research challenges
at high switching frequency applications. At very high switching frequency
such as 13.56 MHz, the parasitic elements will affect both of the power
circuit and gate drive circuit of the inverter. Consequently, the inverter
may be damaged or unstable.
• Secondly, the extremely high efficiency required (over 95%) is also the re-
search challenge because the switching power loss and the drive power loss
are very high at 13.56 MHz.
• Thirdly, the high output power required at very high switching frequency
is another challenge due to the low rate-parameters and the challenges in
the parallel connecting of the high speed switching devices.
1.3.2 Research objectives
Motivated by the challenges mentioned above, the main objects of the research
in this dissertation are as follows:
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• Attenuate the influence of the parasitic elements at 13.56 MHz switching
frequency.
• Improve the efficiency of the inverter to over 95%.
• Expand the output power of the inverter up to 3 kW based on the low rate
power switching devices.
1.4 Contribution of this dissertation
Based on the research achievements, the contribution of this dissertation can be
listed as following:
• Completed the analysis and evaluation of the influence of the parasitic
elements in the 13.56 MHz inverter based on the point view of the high
frequency ringing in the circuit.
• Proposed a PCB design method to minimize the parasitic inductances in
the circuit and improve the stability of the inverter: the overall parasitic
inductance reduces 23.4% and the stability of the inverter is improved by
avoid the several anti- resonances at low frequencies.
• Proposed a ringing damping circuit to damp the ringing in the circuit by
using the parasitic inductance of the trace lines: the ringing is damped with
the very low power loss on the damping circuit at 13.56 MHz inverter. The
stability of the inverter is much improved. Finally, the inverter using silicon
MOSFET obtains the efficiency of 93.1% at the output power of 1.2 kW.
• Evaluated the first generation of the high voltage cascode GaN HEMT in
13.56 MHz inverter. The results show that the cascode GaN HEMT is more
suitable than the silicon MOSFETs at 13.56 MHz inverter. The efficiency
of over 97% is obtained in the inverter using the cascode GaN HEMTs.
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• Proposed a design of a high power and high efficiency inverter using the
cascode GaN HEMT based on the multiphase resonant inverter. The pro-
posal includes the proposed module design solution, the proposed design
method based on the power loss analysis to obtain the highest efficiency,
and the proposed of the drive circuit design. Finally, a 3kW inverter with
the efficiency of 96.1% is achieved in the experiment.
1.5 Dissertation outline
This dissertation includes of seven chapters. Chapter 1 introduces about the
motivations, requirements, challenges, objectives, and the contributions of the
research which is presented in this dissertation. The analysis and evaluation of
the influence of the parasitic elements is presents in chapter 2. The equations
to estimate the ringing frequency and the parasitic inductance of the ringing
loop also are provided in this chapter. Chapter 3 presents a proposed PCB
design to minimize the parasitic inductance of the ringing loop including proposed
design, EM simulation, and experiment. A proposed ringing damping circuit
is presented in chapter 4. The proposed circuit, the design method, simulation
method and experiment are presented in detail. Chapter 5 presents the evaluation
of the applying cascode GaN HEMT in 13.56 MHz. The drive design for the
cascode GaN HEMT at 13.56 MHz is addressed in this chapter. Based on these,
a proposed design the high power and high efficiency inverter using the cascode
GaN HETM is presented in chapter 6. The optimum design method is proposed.
Finally, the conclusion and the future work are given in chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Effect of parasitic elements
2.1 Introduction
At high frequency, the inverter is strongly affected by parasitic elements. The
effects of parasitic elements on MOSFET switching characteristics are widely
investigated as shown in [20-25]. All of previous studies showed that the switching
performance of MOSFET will be worse at high frequency due to the influence
of parasitic elements. As the switching power loss increases, the voltage stress
and voltage slew rate also increase. Furthermore, the circuit might be unstable
due to the oscillation in the gate driver circuit [20]. Even though the effects
of parasitic elements are carefully investigated but the investigating frequency is
around 1 MHz [20]. Since the ringing frequency is much higher than the switching
frequency, the ringing in power loop will be damped before the next switching
period, so the inverter is stable.
At 13.56 MHz, the ringing frequency is near to switching frequency, the in-
verter will be more unstable because the ringing in power loop is very difficult
to damp. Furthermore at high frequency and high power condition, since the
current and voltage are high and ringing, the effect of parasitic elements will be
much heavier. The power switches can be easily destroyed due to very high peak
voltage, very high slew rate voltage dv/dt or very high slew rate current di/dt.
Therefore, this chapter analyzes and evaluates the effect of the parasitic elements
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based on the high frequency ringing in the circuit. The equations to calculate
the ringing frequency in the circuit and estimate the parasitic of the ringing loop
are build. Finally, a experiment result about the effect of ringing at 13.56 MHz
switching frequency is shown.
2.2 Parasitic model of half-bridge inverter
The circuit diagram of an inverter included of parasitic elements is shown in Fig.
2.1. Two MOSFETs V1 and V2 are connected in a half-bridge topology. The
considered parasitic elements of the MOSFETs include gate-source capacitance
Cgs1,2, gate-drain capacitance Cgd1,2, drain-source capacitance Cds1,2, common
source inductance Ls1,2, and drain inductance Ld1,3. The internal gate drive re-
sistance (which is usually around 1 ohm for high-frequency power MOSFETs)
and inductance are merged into the external gate drive resistance Rg1,2 and in-
ductance Lg1,2 as they are connected in series and play the same role in the circuit.
The parasitic capacitances of the MOSFETs depend on its physical parameters.
The parasitic inductances of the MOSFETs depend on the packing type of the
MOSFETs. Hence, at high operation frequency, the special RF MOSFET mod-
ule which is packed to the minimized the parasitic inductance is better than the
discrete one. In the first step of this research, the RF MOSFET module DRF1400
is used including two MOSFETs in the half-bridge topology as show in Fig. 2.1.
All stray inductances in the power loop and external to the MOSFET are
lumped and represented by Ld2, Ld4, Ld5, Ld6 and Ld7. Ld6 and Ld7 are stray
inductances of connection wire from DC source to the MOSFETs of inverter.
Ld2 and Ld3 are stray inductances of connection wires among two MOSFETs. To
remove effects of parasitic inductance Ld6 and Ld7, input capacitors Cin and input
inductor filter Lin are added. These capacitors and inductor act as an input filter
which provide a path for high-frequency oscillations bypassing and prevent the
high frequency current comeback to the DC source.
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Figure 2.1: Parasitic model of a half-bridge inverter.
2.3 Ringing loop in half-bridge inverter
When the inverter operates at 13.56 MHz, the switching power loss on the power
switch is much higher than the conduction power loss. Zero voltage switching
(ZV S) condition is the key technique to obtain high efficiency. Fig. 2.2 shows
the simple equivalent circuit of a half-bridge including two MOSFETs accompany
with parasitic output capacitors and the charging process of output capacitor
when the high-side MOSFET turning off. The output current is defined as indi-
cated in (2.1). The relationship between voltage across Cs1 and Cs2 is shown in
equation (2.2).
iL(t) = ILsin(ωt+ ϕ) (2.1)
vdc = vCs1(t) + vCs2(t) (2.2)
It can be assumed that Cs1 and Cs2 are charged and discharged by all of output
current. According (2.3), the condition that Drain-Source voltage of bottom
MOSFET reaches zero before the load current inverses is shown in (2.4). In fact,
the time needs to be greater than the value expressed in (2.4) because a part of
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Figure 2.2: Charging process of output capacitor
load current flows through the conduct channel of MOSFET.
iL(t) = Cs1
dvCs1(t)
dt
− Cs2dvCs2(t)
dt
= (Cs1 + Cs2)
dvCs1(t)
dt
(2.3)
cos(ωt1) >
Vdc
IL
ω(Cs1 + Cs2)− 1 (2.4)
Fig. 2.3 shows three possible switching conditions when the inverter operates
above resonance frequency. Case shown in fig. 2.3(c) shows the situation when no
charging and discharging losses are present at turn on because the drain-source
voltage of bottom MOSFET reaches to zero before the load current reverses.
The ZV S condition is also achieved. When the dead time is turned exactly,
the voltage of drain-source capacitor can reach to zero in time when the load
current reverses. This case typically is called class DE operation. This is the
perfect switching condition which is the most suitable for high frequency inverter
where the switching power loss is minimized and the ringing is not observed
in the circuit. However, at 13.56 MHz, the charging and discharging time are
comparable with switching period. Therefore, in this case, the phase lag ϕ is
large which leads to low power corresponding at output of inverter. The device
utilization is low. Furthermore, from (4) the condition to obtain ZV S as shown
in Fig. 2.3(c) depend on vary parameters such as resonant frequency of load, load
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current and the dead time. In dynamic charging system, the distance between
transmitting coil and receiving coil changes lead to the resonant frequency of
coupling systems and load current changes [17]. Therefore the situation shown
in Fig. 2.3(c) does not often obtain.
Cases shown in Fig. 2.3 (a) and Fig. 2.3(b) are situations when the drain-
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Figure 2.3: The possible switching condition above resonance
source voltage of bottom MOSFET does not reach to zero before the load current
reverses. The difference between cases (a) and (b) is the dead time. In case (a),
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the dead time is very short. The bottom MOSFET is turned on before the load
current inverses. The load current will pass through the body diode of bottom
MOSFET before it reverses. The ZV S condition is achieved. In case (b), the
dead time is longer. The bottom MOSFET is turned on after the load current
reverses. In this case, the ZV S condition is not achieved.
In these cases, when the bottom MOSFET is turned on the parallel capacitor
Cs2 will be shorted and Cs1 will be full charged which causes of high dv/dt, high
di/dt and high spike current on the MOSFETs. The forced charge/discharge cur-
rent of output capacitor of MOSFETs with high di/dt makes high peak voltage
on the MOSFET when it passes through the parasitic inductances in the circuit.
The ringing current and the ringing voltage in the circuit are generated in this
situation due to the charge/discharge process among output capacitor of MOS-
FETs and parasitic inductance in the loop which is called as the ringing loop in
Fig. 2.1.
In this research, we use an integrated MOSFET module DRF1400. This
module includes two power MOSFETs in a half bridge topology as shown in Fig.
2.1. The total equivalent parasitic inductance of ringing loop is given as
Lloop = Lmod + Llin (2.5)
where
Lmod = Ld1 + Ls1 + Ld2 + Ld3 + Ls2 + Ld5 (2.6)
Llin = Ld8 + Ld9 (2.7)
are the parasitic inductances of the MOSFET module and the trace lines, respec-
tively.
Fig. 2.4(a) and Fig.2.4(b) show two equivalent circuits of ringing loop in
operating. The power loop is represented by the continuous line and the ringing
loop is represented by the dash line. In both of case, the ringing loop is created by
self-oscillation of parasitic inductance of ringing loop Lloop and output capacitor
of MOSFET Coss as shown in Fig. 2.4(c). The voltage across the high-side
MOSFET when the low-side MOSFET turned on is calculated in (2.8). The
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spike current on the low-side MOSFET when it turned on can be calculated by
equation (2.9). The charging and discharging losses which can be calculated as
shown in (2.10) are added to typical switching loss of MOSFET.
V0 = Vdc − IL
ω(Cs1 + Cs2)
[cos(ω(t1 − tm)) + 1] (2.8)
ispike = V0/Rds(on) (2.9)
Pcd(loss) = 2fs(
1
2
Cs1V
2
0 +
1
2
Cs2V
2
0 ) (2.10)
Where fs is switching frequency; Rds(on) is the drain-source resistance of MOSFET
when it is in on state. Based on the equivalent circuit in Fig. 2.4(c), the drain-
source voltage of low-side MOSFET when it turns off is derived as:
vds(t) = Vin +
V0
sinϕ1
e−t/td sin(ωrt− ϕ1)
= Vin + vringing (2.11)
where
td = 2Lloop/Rloop
ωr = [1/LloopCoss − (Rloop/2Lloop)2]1/2 (2.12)
Rloop = Rac +RDS
vringing = Vre
−t/td sin(ωrt+ ϕ)
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Vin is the input voltage across input capacitor Cin. Rac represents the ac and dc
resistance of trace line in ringing loop. The ac resistance increases as the ringing
frequency increases. RDS is the resistance of MOSFET when it is in ON state.
From (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) the voltage V0 directly affect to the charge/discharge
power loss, spice current, the peak voltage on the MOSFET and the amplitude
of ringing voltage in the circuit. Therefore, no snubber circuit which is connected
in parallel with MOSFETs can be added in this case because it will reduce the
charging and discharging time of output capacitor of MOSFET lead to the high
value of voltage V0.
The amplitude of ringing part reduces base on exponential function with the
time constant td. Table 2.1 shows the amplitude of ringing part at the end of
switching period with 1 MHz and 13.56 MHz switching frequency.
Table 2.1: Amplitude of ringing at the end of switching period
Parameter Vre
−t/td
Switching frequency 1 MHz 13.56 MHz
Damping time t 500 ns 36.87 ns
Rloop 0.24Ω 0.26Ω
Lloop=5 nH 0.000006Vr 0.38Vr
Lloop=10 nH 0.0025Vr 0.62Vr
Lloop=15 nH 0.018Vr 0.73Vr
Lloop=20 nH 0.05Vr 0.79Vr
The results in Table 2.1 show that at 1 MHz switching frequency, almost
ringing will be damped at the end of the switching period by nature way. However
at 13.56 MHz, the ringing can not be damped by the nature way at the end
of switching period. It is note that the (2.8) is correct only when the ringing
is zero at the transition time of the MOSFETs. In the case of non-damped
ringing, the initial conditions always change, therefore (2.8) is incorrect and it
is difficult to calculate the voltage and current in the circuit. It is mean that
the calculation results in Table 2.1 are not accurate at 13.56 MHz. However, it
still shows the phenomenon of the parasitic inductance effect when the switching
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Figure 2.5: Output voltage waveform when switching frequency
change from 1 MHz to 13.56 MHz
(Conventional PCB design, Vdc =15 V, Iload=1 A)
frequency increases. And the amplitude of ringing part at the end of switching
period when the MOSFET change the state depends on the parasitic inductance
value of the ringing loop. In this analysis, if the parasitic inductance of ringing
loop is over 10 nH, the ringing is still very high when the MOSFETs change the
state. As the result, the voltage across the MOSFET will be changed based on
the ringing waveform. If the ringing frequency is low, the switching power loss
will be very high and the output voltage waveform will excite harmonics. The
very high switching power loss may damage the power MOSFETs immediately.
Furthermore, the very high frequency oscillation is fed to the transmitting coil.
The conduction loss in the transmitting coil will be very high due to skin effect.
The ringing current is added to the drain current of conducting MOSFET which
causes increasing conduction loss and peak current on the MOSFET[20].
Furthermore, the ringing current in the power circuit also make the EMI noise
which will effect to the driver circuit. The driver pulse waveform will be affected
by noise and the switching performance of MOSFET will be reduced[21].
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Fig. 2.5 shows the output voltage waveform of class D inverter when switching
frequency changes from 1 MHz to 13.56 MHz. These experimental results are
taken in the conventional PCB design. The result shows the effect of parasitic
inductances to the performance of inverter. The ringing frequency in the output
voltage is almost constant at 58 MHz when the switching frequency changes.
When the switching frequency increases, the amplitude of ringing part at the
end of switching period is larger. From 3 MHz, the ringing cannot be damped.
And from 8 MHz, the output voltage begins excised harmonics. At 13.56 MHz,
the output voltage waveform is almost ringing. The switching power loss on the
MOSFETs is very high. The MOSFETs may broken. The experiment results
show the same phenomenon of the parasitic inductance effect when the switching
frequency increases with the calculation results in table 2.1.
2.4 Discussion
Base on the analysis in this chapter, we can conclude that the forced charge/discharge
of output capacitor of MOSFET and the parasitic inductances in the ringing loop
are the root cause of the peak voltage and ringing in the circuit. At 13.56 MHz,
the ringing in the circuit is un-damp able by nature way. Therefore, in addition
the effects which have been mentioned in previous research, the effects of para-
sitic inductance may damage the power switch due to very high switching power
loss and unstable due to the effects of ringing current to gate-source voltage of
MOSFET. Therefore, minimizing the parasitic inductance in the ringing loop and
ringing damping design are the key points to improve the performance of inverter
at 13.56 MHz.
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Chapter 3
PCB design
3.1 Introduction
At high frequency, PCB layout design is always very critical. The effect of par-
asitic elements can be minimized by optimizing the PCB layout design. Several
techniques and studies have been already discussing about this problem [26-27].
However almost of them design the PCB layout at low power level with very small
device and the operating frequency is around 1 MHz. When using high power
device, PCB design is difficult to minimize parasitic inductance due to the size
of device and the heat sink of device. Furthermore, at 13.56 MHz, the mutual
effect is stronger. Therefore the direction of current in the circuit is critical in
PCB design to reduce parasitic inductance.
In this chapter, a PCB layout design is proposed to obtain low parasitic in-
ductance. All of PCB layout designs are simulated and analyzed by a full-wave
electro-magnetic (EM) simulations using Sonnet em software. In the simulation
and experiment results, the ringing frequencies and parasitic inductance are com-
pared to the conventional design. The proposed PCB layout can provide a 23.4%
decrease in parasitic inductance over the conventional one.
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3.2 Parasitic inductance
As presented in [32], the parasitic inductance of trace line and via in designed
PCB can be calculated as following equation:
Parasitic inductance of trace line
L = 0.002l
[
ln
(
2l
w + t
)
+ 0.5 + 0.2235
(
w + t
l
)]
(H) (3.1)
Where l, t and w is length, thickness and width of the line, respectively which are
given in centimeter. Parasitic inductance of via
L =
µ0
2pi
h
[
ln
(
h+
√
r2 + h2
r
)
+
3
2
(
r −
√
r2 + h2
)]
(H) (3.2)
where h is high and r is radius of via.
To reduce the value of parasitic inductance, the PCB trace line length should
be designed as short as possible and the trace line width should be designed as
lager as possible. The parasitic inductance of via depends on board thickness.
3.3 Conventional PCB design
Generally, the laminate structure is applied in DC side of inverter to realize the
low parasitic inductance by using field self-cancellation effect. However, that
method can not be applied for DRF1400 MOSFET module due to its physical
packing shape. Furthermore, at high frequency almost device is packed in surface
mount type. The connections among layers of PCB have to use vias. Therefore,
when the field self-cancellation effect can not be applied, using laminate structure
is not optimized design as following analysis.
The conventional PCB layout is presented in Fig. 3.1(a) [28]. The input ca-
pacitors are placed on the top layout of PCB board with MOSFET module and
in close proximity with Drain pin of MOSFET module. In the bottom layout, the
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ground plane is connected to the top layout by vias. In this design, the ringing
loop travels through two physical loops. The lateral loop is on the top layout
shown in Fig. 3.1(a) with dash arrows. The vertical loop traveling perpendicu-
lar to the ground plane with via connections is shown in Fig. 3.1(a) with solid
arrows. The parasitic inductance on the vertical loop mainly influences the para-
sitic inductance of ringing loop because the trace length of vertical loop is shorter
than that of lateral loop. The parasitic inductance on vertical loop includes of
parasitic inductance of trace line on the top layout, trace line on the bottom
layout and vias through the board. In practical design, the parasitic inductances
of vias depend on vias design and board thickness. The board thickness must
be minimized to minimize the parasitic inductance of vias. For the conventional
PCB layout, the loop parasitic inductance mainly depends on the board thickness
and vias when the ringing loop is on both top and bottom layout of the PCB.
Furthermore, the ringing current travels in two layers of PCB and in the large
area will generate several parasitic ringing and EMI noise which will affect to the
performance and the stable of inverter.
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Figure 3.1: PCB layout design
3.4 Proposed PCB design
The proposed PCB layout design is shown in Fig. 3.1(b). The input capacitors
and MOSFET are still placed on the top layout of the PCB. However, in this
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Figure 3.2: Inverter design using bypass board
design, the output port is placed on the bottom layout. Consequently, the input
capacitors can be placed in the middle area between the drain and source of the
MOSFET module to minimize the physical trace length of the ringing loop. The
trace lines are designed as large as possible to minimize parasitic inductance. In
this design, the ringing loop only travels in the TOP layout of circuit board as
shown in Fig. 3.1(b).
The proposed PCB layout provides four advantages comparing to the conven-
tional PCB layout design:
• Minimizing parasitic inductances of ringing loop.
• Parasitic inductance of ringing loop is independent of board thickness.
• The traveling area of ringing current is minimized to reduce the radiation
EMI noise.
• The trace length is shorter and the trace width is larger. Therefore the AC
resistance due to skin effect is smaller. As a result, the conducting power
loss on the circuit will be reduced [32].
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While minimizing the physical size of the ringing loop is important to reduce
parasitic inductance, the field self- cancellation method can also reduce parasitic
inductances. In this design, a metal heat sink is designed to cover not only the
bottom of MOSFET module but also the area of PCB where contains the power
loop. Heat sink will act as a ”shield layer”. The power loop generates a magnetic
field that induces a current, opposite in direction of current in the power loop,
inside a shield layer. In turn, the current in shield layer generates a magnetic field
to cancel the original magnetic field of power loop [26]. As a result, the parasitic
inductances will be reduced.
A bypass board, which is vertical with respect to the PCB, is designed and
placed in close proximity to the MOSFET module, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The
ringing loop inductance after the bypass board is added to the PCB can be
expressed as
Lloop =
LlinLbyp
Llin + Lbyp
+ Lmod −∆L (3.3)
where Lbyp is the parasitic inductance of the bypass board, ∆L is the amount of
reduction in Lloop as a result of the field self-cancellation effect. Note that the
bypass board reduces Lloop in two ways: (1) through providing a current path in
parallel with the main trace line (see Fig. 3.2) [28], and (2) through providing
a ringing current flowing in the opposite direction with regard to the current in
the MOSFET module. The latter field self-cancellation effect becomes mostly
effective when the dominant current flow direction in the bypass board becomes
anti-parallel with respect to the current direction in the MOSFET module. Since
the current in the conventional bypass board [28], which we refer to as Type 1 (Fig.
3.2), mostly flows in vertical direction with respect to the current in the MOSFET
module, we propose a bypass board of Type 2 with improved layout enabling the
dominant current flowing in the desired direction. Summarizing techniques of the
proposed layout to reduce the parasitic inductances is as follows,
• Design the ringing loop only on the top layout.
• Place the arranged bypass board by using self-cancellation of magnetic field.
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• Using the heat sink as a shield layer.
Next, the effect of the proposed layout is analyzed by EM simulation.
3.5 Simulation
To verify the effectiveness of proposed PCB design, full-wave electro-magnetic
(EM) simulations are performed using Sonnet em. Different inverter configura-
tions using various design options, such as different PCB layouts, the heat sink
(acting as a shield layer) and the bypass board, are analyzed.
3.5.1 Simulation method
The EM simulation model of PCB is shown in Fig. 3.3(a), including of two metal
layers, vias, and input capacitors . The major parameters used in the simulation
are listed in Table 3.1. The shielding effect of the heat sink is taken into account
by placing additional metal layer underneath the bottom layout of the PCB. The
thickness of the air (Air2 in Fig. 3.3a) defining the separation between the PCB
bottom layer and the shield layer was set as 0.1 mm. In order to extract the
Table 3.1: Summary of major parameters used in simulation
Material parameter
Dielectric constant 4.1
Loss tangent 0.02
Metal Conductivity (cu) 5.8e7 S/m
Layer thickness
Air1 30 mm
Air2 0.1 mm
Air3 30 mm
PCB substrate 1.6 mm
parasitic inductance of the trace line of (2.7), the ringing loop in the PCB is
disconnected at the interface of the MOSFET module, leaving a two-port circuit
consisting solely of the trace lines and the input capacitors. The ports to excite
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the circuit are placed at the wall of the analysis box using port extension lines
which are de-embedded so as not to effect the simulation results. The equivalent
circuit of the two-port circuit is an inductor (Llin) and a capacitor (Cin) connected
in series, so it should behave effectively as an inductor with inductance Llin at
sufficiently high frequency. The inductance Llin is estimated using the following
steps:
• Step 1: Convert the simulated S-parameters of the two-port circuit to Y-
parameters to compute the effective inductance seen between ports 1 and
2 by using following equation,
Leff (ω) =
1
ω
Im
(
Y11 + Y22 + 2Y12
Y11Y22 − Y 122
)
(3.4)
This formula can be applied when the inductor is used in differential config-
uration [31]. Fig. 3.3(b) shows the EM-simulated Leff (ω) as a function of
frequency (solid lines). It can be seen that as the frequency becomes higher
Leff (ω) turns from negative to positive value at the frequency of series LC
resonance and converges to the constant as the frequency is increased.
• Step 2: Assume an equivalent circuit of simple series-connected Llin and
Cin. Then compute Leff (ω) for the equivalent circuit and optimize Llin so
that the overall frequency variation fit the EM-simulated Leff (ω) obtained
in step 1.
3.5.2 Effect of PCB layout and shield layer
Fig. 3.3(b) summarizes the simulated Leff (ω) frequency dependence for Layout
1 and 2. It can be seen that with the optimum Llin value (with Cin fixed at 4000
nF) the equivalent circuit result fits the EM-simulation result. The validity of
the obtained Llin values can be confirmed by observing that the Leff (ω) curves
for both EM simulation and equivalent circuit cross zero at the same series-LC
resonant frequencies and both have the same converging levels determined by the
Llin value. Thus, the Llin value for Layout 1 is obtained as 2.6 nH, regardless
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Figure 3.3: PCB layout EM simulation
of using the shield layer (heat sink) because the PCB itself is already shielded
by the GND metal pattern on the back side. On the other hand, in the case of
Layout 2, the optimum Llin value is 1.8 nH with the shield layer whereas it is 4.3
nH without the shield layer.
While the overall Leff (ω) frequency response obtained by the EM simula-
tion can be reproduced by using a series LC circuit, there are some other sub-
resonating behaviors that cannot be explained by such simple equivalent circuit.
This is particularly evident in Layout 1, in which case the complicated layout
leads to distributed L, C elements causing additional parallel LC resonances (see
inset of Fig. 3.3(b)). The proposed PCB of Layout 2 has thus additional advan-
tage of preventing unpredictable sub-resonances that could lead to malfunctioning
of the inverter.
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3.5.3 Effect of Bypass board
In order to confirm the field self-cancellation effect of the bypass board, we com-
pare the ringing loop inductances for the inverter with and without the bypass
board. Fig. 3.4 shows EM simulation models used for this particular purpose.
Since the simulator uses a planar solver, horizontal dummy metal pads are used
to represent the current paths through the MOSFET module and the overlying
bypass board, although the latter is intended to be vertical in the real design
(Fig. 3.2).
The proximity effect of the bypass board and the MOSFET module can be
studied by varying the distance (d) between the two opposite current paths. This
can be done by varying the thickness of the air between the top layout and the
bottom layout, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Fig. 3.5 is a schematic illustration of how
the total inductance components vary with the inverter design. If the PCB lay-
out is fixed, Lloop obtained by the afore-mentioned method should decrease as
the bypass board becomes close to the MOSFET module, as illustrated in Fig.
2 
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Figure 3.4: EM simulation models used to evaluate the effect of the bypass
board (without shield layer)
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3.5(a) and (b). Now, however, this method overestimates the proximity effect
of the bypass board, because it includes the effect of the reduction in the via
inductance (Lvia).
In order to avoid this problem, the following method is used. Since the field
self-cancellation effect is not in effect when the two current paths become perpen-
dicular to each other, the dummy metal as the MOSFET module in Fig. 3.4(a)
is rotated by 90 degree, as shown in Fig. 3.4(b). Since Lvia is not changed in this
modification, by taking the difference between the total inductance for the two
cases (Figs 3.5(b) and (c)), only the desired inductance difference ∆L due to the
field self-cancellation effect is obtained. This method is based on the assumption
that the inductance of the MOSFET module is not changed by the 90 degree
rotation. To confirm this, the total inductances for Figs. 3.5(a) and 3.5(d), in
which cases the two current paths are sufficiently distant (d = 16.0 mm) and thus
the field self-cancellation effect should be negligible anyway, are computed and
found to be identical.
The values of ∆L for bypass board of Type 1 and Type 2 estimated this way
are 0.4 nH and 1.2 nH, respectively, clearly showing the advantage of the Type 2
bypass board. The Lloop values for various PCB designs, obtained by taking the
sum of the inductance elements in (3.4), are summarized in Table 3.2. Here, Lbyp
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is obtained by EM-simulation for an isolated bypass board, Lmod is estimated
using the data sheet from the manufacturer of the MOSFET module [29]. The
results indicate that the optimal layout for the PCB and the bypass board as well
as the shield layer significantly reduce the ringing loop inductance.
Table 3.2: Summary of simulation results
Design options Inductance (nH)
PCB layout Bypass board Shield layer Llin Lbyp Lmod ∆L Lloop
Layout 1 - Yes 2.6 - 5.8 0 8.4
Layout 1 Type 1 Yes 2.6 15.0 5.8 0.4 7.6
Layout 1 Type 2 Yes 2.6 8.4 5.8 1.2 6.5
Layout 2 No No 4.8 - 5.8 0 10.6
Layout 2 No Yes 1.8 - 5.8 0 7.6
Layout 2 Type 2 Yes 1.8 8.4 5.8 1.2 6.1
3.6 Experiment results
3.6.1 Parasitic inductance estimation method
At high frequency, the measurement technique is very important to properly
measure the ringing transient. The ringing waveform measurements have been
performed with Tektronix MSO3014 which the bandwidth and sample rate are
100 MHz and 2.5GS/s respectively. The voltage probe is Tektronix P6139B. The
parameters of probe are shown in Table 3.3. The probe is directly soldered on the
Table 3.3: The parameters of probe
Name BW (-3dB) Rin/Cin CM range
Tecktronix P6139B 500 MHz 10 MΩ /8 pF 300 VRMS
output pin of MOSFET module. The ground wire of probe is as short as possible.
The rising time and falling time of signal which we obtain in the measurement
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result is affected by parameters of probe and oscilloscope as shown in Fig. 3.6.
The Parasitic inductance of the ringing loop is estimated based on the measuring
 real  
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Figure 3.6: Composite rise time of the series connection
of voltage probe and oscilloscope.
of the ringing frequency in the voltage across the low-side MOSFET as show in
Fig 3.7. Measurement point is shown in Fig. 2.1. Then the Lloop is estimated
from equation (2.12). The parameter of circuit is shown in Table 3.4. DRF1400
MOSFET module includes two ARF300 RF power MOSFETs connecting in half-
bridge topology [29]. In this case the output capacitor of MOSFET at 15 V is
estimated from characteristic curve in datasheet of ARF300 RF power MOSFET
[30].
Table 3.4: Circuit parameter
Parameter Value
MOSFET DRF1400
Output capacitor Coss (at 15 V) 700 pF
RDS(on 0.24Ω
Rac 0.014Ω
3.6.2 Experiment results
To compare the performance of the proposed PCB design with conventional de-
sign, two separate boards are created:
• Layout 1: Conventional PCB layout
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Ringing frequency: 64.1 MHz   
Figure 3.7: Ringing frequency estimation method
• Layout 2: Proposed optimal PCB layout
All of boards are made from the same type of copper board and all of devices
using on each board are also the same. The parameter of PCB board is shown
in table 3.1 which is used to simulate the PCB designs. The prototype of the
proposed PCB design is shown in Fig. 3.8
The measurement and estimation results are shown in Table 3.5 and Fig. 3.9.
The design in case 2 is the conventional PCB design and the design in case 5 is
proposed PCB design.
Fig. 3.9 shows that the experiment results and simulation results have the
same trend in parasitic inductance reduction. The difference between experiment
results and simulation results is acceptable. There are reasons which make that
difference. In simulation, we did not simulate the effect of shield layer to the
parasitic inductance of MOSFET module. In the experiment result the output
capacitor of MOSFET which is used to estimate parasitic inductance of ringing
loop is estimation value. This value makes error in the experiment result. The
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Figure 3.8: Prototype of the proposed PCB design
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Figure 3.9: Experiment and simulation results of loop inductance
parasitic inductance of probe also makes the error in the measurement result.
However we use the same method with both of proposed PCB design and con-
ventional PCB design. Therefore the error does not effect to the comparison
relationship between proposed design and conventional design.
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Table 3.5: Measurement and estimation results
Case Design Ringing Freq. (MHz)
Lloop(nH)
Exp Sim
1 Layout 1 58.14 10.7 8.4
2 Layout 1 + Bypass board 1 62.5 9.27 7.6
3 Layout 1 + Bypass board 2 67.13 8.04 6.5
4 Layout 2 63.3 9.04 7.6
5 Layout 2 + Bypass board 2 71.43 7.1 6.1
The results in case 2 and case 3 show that the proposed bypass board can
reduce parasitic inductance of layout 1 from 9.27 nH to 8.04 nH. These results
verify the effectiveness of field self-cancellation effect which was simulated in
previous section.
The results in case 1 and case 4 verify the effectiveness of proposed main PCB
board. The parasitic inductance of PCB board without bypass board reduces
from 10.7 nH to 9.04 nH. If we assume that the parasitic inductance of MOSFET
module is 5.8 nH [29], the parasitic inductance of trace line outside MOSEFT
in ringing loop will reduce from 4.9 nH to 3.24 nH. In other word, the proposed
main PCB board can reduce 33.9% parasitic inductance of PCB trace line. And
the parasitic inductance of ringing loop is independent of board thickness.
The experiment results in case 2 and case 5 show that the proposed design
can provide overall 23.4% reduction in parasitic inductance in ringing loop com-
pared to the conventional design, which agree reasonably well with the simulation.
With proposed design, the parasitic inductance of PCB trace line is significantly
reduced and independent of boar thickness. The parasitic inductance inside MOS-
FET module also is reduced by applying field self-cancellation effect.
3.7 Discussion
This chapter presented an analysis and PCB design for a class D inverter oper-
ating at 13.56MHz using MOSFET DRF1400. At high frequency, the parasitic
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inductance becomes a major factor effects on the performance and stability of
inverters. PCB design is a key solution to minimize parasitic elements in the
circuit.
An optimal PCB design was proposed to achieve the better performance than
that of conventional design. The ringing frequency increased 14.3%, the parasitic
inductance reduced 23.4% . The stability of inverter also increased. In ringing
loop, the trace length was minimized and the trace width also was maximized.
Therefore the conduction loss of trace line was minimized. The switching per-
formance of MOSFET was significantly improved and the switching power loss
might reduce.
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Chapter 4
Ringing damping design
4.1 Introduction
When the inverter operates at 13.56 MHz, the influence of parasitic elements be-
comes a major factor which effects to the performance and efficiency of inverter.
Event with the optimization PCB layout design, the parasitic ringing always ex-
ists in the power loop of the inverter [33-36]. Fig. 4.1(a) shows the ringing loop
in a half-bridge class D resonant inverter which is formed by the parasitic in-
ductances in the ringing loop of the power circuit and the output capacitor of
MOSFETs. At 13.56MHz, with optimization PCB layout which is presented in
chapter 3, the frequency of parasitic ringing in the power loop ranges from 60 to
150 MHz depending mainly on the operating voltage. As the analysis in chapter
2, the parasitic ringing in the power loop has many negative consequences on the
performance of switching converter. The ringing in drain-source voltage of MOS-
FET causes the increasing switching power loss on the MOSFETs [22],[26],[33-35].
The ringing current in power loop causes the increasing of conduction power loss
and peak current of MOSFET. The conduction power loss on the circuit due
to skin effect also increases when the ringing current is high and un-damp able.
Furthermore, the ringing in the power loop also generates electromagnetic inter-
ference (EMI) which will effect to the driver circuit and other device leads to
the unstable of inverter. Therefore, the ringing damping design is always very
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importance at high frequency.
A number of damping methods have been proposed [33-36]. However, in the
13.56 MHz resonant inverter, these methods are difficult to implement or harmful
with inverter. The most popular method is adding an RC snubber circuit parallel
to the MOSFETs as presented in [35]. This method is especially widely used in
low frequency inverter. But at high frequency, as the analyses in chapter 2, it
will need longer time to change/discharge the voltage across the MOSFETs when
it turn on or turn off while the time to switching is very short. As a result, to
obtain ZV S condition, the MOSFETs have to operate at higher dv/dt condition
and higher switching power loss. The larger ringing is generated which may make
the inverter unstable.
Tuning the rising time and falling time of MOSFETs Gate-source voltage can
reduce the slew-rate of MOSFETs drain current di/dt. Therefore this method
can reduce the peak voltage and ringing amplitude. However, this method has a
trade off with the switching power loss. Therefore, this method is often used to
combine with other methods.
Adding an R − C circuit parallel to the input voltage source of inverter as
mentioned in [33]. This method can turn the damping coefficient of ringing loop
by changing the value of resistor. But at high frequency, the parasitic inductance
in the resistor and the parasitic inductance of trace line which connect between
R−C circuit and inverters MOSFETs will make the impedance of R−C circuit
very high. Therefore, the effectiveness of this circuit is low.
Using a ferrite bead place serial with ringing loop can significantly damp
the ringing in the power loop as mentioned in [33]. But with the 13.56 MHz
fundamental frequency and the ringing frequency ranges from 60 MHz to 150
MHz, it is difficult to find the ferrite bead which can work well at this situation.
Furthermore in resonant inverter, a part of power current also goes through the
ringing loop when the body diode of MOSFET conducts. Therefore, if a ferrite
bead is added serial with the ringing loop, the power loss on the ferrite bead will
be very high at high power and high frequency condition. Ferrite bead cannot
work well in this case.
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Adding a parallel resistor and inductor combination serial to the power loop
as presented in [36]. This method can significantly suppress the ringing in power
loop. However, this method is just appropriate with low power converter. At
high power, when the power current is high, the power loss on the resistance will
very high. Consequently, the efficiency will be low. Furthermore, when external
inductor is added to the ringing loop, the parasitic inductance of ringing loop will
be increased. It will affect to the performance of inverter.
In this chapter, a new ringing damping circuit is proposed which significantly
damps the ringing in the circuit while keeps the low power loss on the damping re-
sistor lead to the high efficiency of the inverter. The proposed circuit is presented
in part 4.2. Then,the design method is shown in part 4.3. Part 4.4 illustrates the
simulation results including FEA PCB simulation and circuit simulation. Finally,
a 1.2 kW stable inverter with the efficiency of 93.1% is obtained in experiment
which is presented in part 4.4.
4.2 Proposed ringing damping circuit
Fig. 4.1(a) shows the principle schematic of proposed method. Two RLC damp-
ing circuits are added to the DC-side of the inverter. Where L is the para-
sitic inductance of the trace lines which connect between input capacitors and
MOSFET-Bridge. Therefore, in practical only two damping resistors R and and
two capacitors C are added in the circuit. The capacitance of the capacitors will
be calculated to resonate with the parasitic inductance of damping resistors at the
ringing frequency. The value of resistor and inductance of trace lines are designed
according to the damping coefficient and the power loss on the damping resistors.
This proposed circuit obtains two advantages compare to the other methods as
following:
• The power current of the inverter with the frequency of 13.56 MHz can not
pass through the damping resistors because the RC circuit is designed to
resonate at only the ringing frequency (around 100 MHz). Only the ringing
current can pass through the RC circuits. Therefore the power loss on
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Figure 4.1: Proposed damping circuit
the damping resistors is very small. By tuning the damping coefficient of
the damping circuit, the ringing current will be consumed by the damping
resistors and the ringing in the circuit will be damped. This circuit is able
to apply in high power and high frequency inverter.
• The damping circuit is designed based on the trace lines which connect
between input capacitors and MOSEFTs. The parasitic inductance of this
trace lines are used as a component of damping circuit. Therefore the
parasitic inductance inside the ringing loop can be controlled and the circuit
board becomes more compact and stable.
4.3 Design the proposed damping circuit
The equivalent circuit of the ringing loop with damping circuit is shown in Fig.
4.1(b). Where the L1 = Ld8 = Ld9 is the parasitic inductance and R1 is the
parasitic resistance of the trace-lines which connect between the input capacitors
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and MOSFET module, L is the parasitic inductance of damping resistor, R is the
resistance of damping resistor and C is resonant capacitor in damping circuit.
However, based on the calculation, the value of R1 is about 0.00048 Ω which is
very small in the comparison with the Rac, R and the impedance of L1 at the
ringing frequency. Then it is negligible from the calculation to get the simpler
equation. The transient of voltage across the MOSFETs can be calculated as
shown in (4.1).
VDS (s)
Vin (s)
=
(L+ L1)Cs
2 +RCs+ 1
[2LCL1 + (L+ L1)CLloop]Ccosss4 + [2RL1 + (L+ L1)Rac]CCosss3+
+ [(2L1 + Lloop +RRacC)Coss + (L+ L1)C] s
2+
+ (RacCoss +RC) s+ 1
(4.1)
The (4.1) is too complicate to get the damping coefficient of the damping circuit.
Therefore, the approximate calculation is required. In this design, the damping
circuit is designed to damp the current at the ringing frequency where the L and
C are resonance. Therefore, the L and C do not affect the damping coefficient of
the damping circuit at the ringing frequency. To get the simpler calculation, the
simple equivalent circuit of the ringing loop with the damping circuit is shown in
Fig. 4.2(a). If the damping circuit is considered as a equivalent damping compo-
nent in a normal RLC circuit, the transient of the voltage across the MOSFETs
can be written as a second order system in (4.2) where the damping coefficient
ζ(s) is the first order of the Laplace operator ”s” included L1 and R.
VDS (s)
Vin (s)
=
ω2n
s2 + 2ζωns+ ω2n
(4.2)
where
ωn =
1√
LloopCoss
(4.3)
ζ(s) =
1
2
√
Coss
Lloop
(
Rac + 2
RL1s
L1s+R
)
(4.4)
Fig. 4.2(b) shows the frequency response of (4.1) and (4.2). The results
show that the error of the damping coefficient between two cases are acceptable.
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Figure 4.2: Simple equivalent circuit of the ringing loop with the damping
circuit
Therefore, the (4.2) can be used to design the damping circuit based on the inves-
tigation of the damping coefficient which is shown in (4.4). With the parameters
as shown in table 4.1, fig. 4.3 shows the frequency response of ζ(s) with the
changing of the parameter of the damping circuit L1 and R. The results show
that at the ringing frequency, the value of the damping coefficient significantly
increases when L1 increase. However, with the changing of R, the damping coef-
ficient does not increase so much from R = 1Ω. Therefore, the damping resistor
R = 1Ω was chosen.
Fig. 4.4 shows the frequency response of (4.1) with the changing of L1. The
results have the same trend with the results in fig. 4.3(a). The damping coefficient
significantly increases when the inductance L1 increases.
Fig. 4.5 shows the power loss on the damping resistors, the output power and
the efficiency of inverter when the inductance L1 increase. This is circuit simula-
tion result when the damping resistance and the parasitic inductance of damping
resistance are kept constant as shown in the figure. The resonant capacitor is
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calculated by (4.5)
C = (Lmod + L1)Coss/L (4.5)
The other simulation parameters are shown in Table 4.1.
When the inductance L1 increases, the damping coefficient is increased while
the power loss on the damping resistor also increases which causes the reducing
of the inverter’s efficiency. Therefore the choosing of L1 is the trace-off between
damping coefficient and the efficiency of the inverter. The power loss on the
damping resistor should be considered in experiment design. In this design, the
inductor L1=2 nH and the resonant capacitor C = 470 pF are chosen. The power
loss on the damping resistors is 3.78 W as shown in fig. 4.5. Two 2 Ω/3 W metal
foil resistors are used in parallel connection.
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4.4 Simulation
4.4.1 PCB simulation
In the proposed damping circuit, the inductor Ld8 and Ld9 are made from the
parasitic inductance of the PCB trace lines. To obtain the required value of these
inductors, the PCB is designed and simulated by a full-wave electro-magnetic
(EM) simulations using Sonnet em as shown in Fig. 4.6. The PCB simulation
method and simulation parameter are the same with part 3.5 in chapter 3. The
PCB trace lines are tuned to obtain the required valued as shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.5: Circuit simulation results with the changing of the inductor L1
Table 4.1: Circuit simulation parameters
Parameter Non-damping Proposed method
Input voltage 250V
Resonant load L5=228 nH; C3 = 1µF;C4 = 800 pF;R = 50Ω
MOSFET DRF1400
Rac 0.3 Ω
Lloop Ld1 + Ls1 + Ld2 + Ld3 + Ls2 + Ld5=4.8 nH
Ld8 = Ld9 = L1 1 nH 1 nH to 6 nH
R none 1Ω +3 nH
C none Base on (4.5)
4.4.2 Circuit simulation
Fig. 4.7 shows circuit simulation results of the drain-source voltage and drain
current waveform of the inverter in case of non-damping and damping design.
Fig. 4.7(a) shows the results in case of non-damping design with the parameter
of proposed PCB design (L1=1 nH . Fig. 4.7(b) is the results when the proposed
damping circuit is applied with the inductance L1=2 nH. The results show that
comparing with non-damping, when the damping circuit is applied, almost of
ringing in current and voltage is damped. The peak voltage across the MOSFETs
is reduced. As a result, the turn-off power loss on MOSFET will be reduced. The
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Figure 4.6: PCB simulation
ringing current in drain current of MOSFET significantly reduces. Therefore, the
peak current and the conduction loss on the MOSFET are reduced.
Fig. 4.8 shows the circuit simulation results of the power loss on the compo-
nents in the 1.5 kW 13.56 MHz resonant inverter in two cases. The results show
that, when the damping circuit is applied, the power loss in the MOSFET is re-
duced from 4.51% to 3.76% because of the reducing of conduction loss and turn-off
loss. The power loss on the resistors of the damping circuit is lightly smaller than
the power loss which is reduced from MOSFETs. Therefore, the overall efficiency
of inverter is lightly increased. The power loss on the MOSEFTs which is cause
of ringing current is moved to resistors of damping circuit.
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4.5 Experiment result
To verify the effectiveness of proposed damping circuit, two separate boards are
compared:
• Board 1: Proposed PCB layout without damping circuit which is proposed
in section 3.
• Board 2: Proposed PCB layout with proposed damping circuit
All of boards are made from the same type of copper board and all of devices
using on each board are the same. Measurement point is shown in Fig. 4.1(a).
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The output voltage waveform includes of the voltage across low-side MOSFET
V2 and the voltage across parasitic inductances as shown in Fig. 4.1(a). In this
case, the current was not measured because the attaching of current measurement
device in the ringing loop will increase the parasitic in this loop.
The experiment is performed with the parameter which is shown in Table 4.1.
The damping resistor is made from two resistors in parallel which have resistance
is 2 Ohm and parasitic inductance is 6 nH. The damping capacitor is very high
Q capacitor. The capacitance is tuned around 470 pF.
The experiment results show that in case of damping circuit is applied, the
output voltage waveform and the driver pulse waveform are clear. The ringing
is damped. Fig. 4.9 shows the output voltage waveform in two cases when the
input voltage is 180 V. The driver pulse in case of non-damping circuit has noise
and it makes the circuit unstable. Fig. 4.10(b) shows the load voltage in case of
non-damping circuit when the circuit is unstable.
Fig. 4.11(a) shows the relationship between output power and efficiency of in-
verter in both simulation and experiment with damping and non-damping board.
The results show that when the damping circuit is applied, the efficiency of in-
verter increases in both simulation results and experiment results. But in ex-
periment the different of efficiency in two cases is much higher than simulation
because in simulation we did not simulate the effect of EMI noise from power
circuit to driver circuit and the noise in the isolation device due to high dv/dt.
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Scale: 10ns/div 
(a) Damping
Output 
voltage 
(50V/div) Driver pulse 
(2V/div) 
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(b) Non-damping
Figure 4.9: Output voltage and drive pulse waveform (input voltage = 180V)
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(a) Damping (scale: 200ns/div; 100V/div) (b) Non-damping (scale:400ns/div; 50V/div)
Figure 4.10: Load voltage waveform (input voltage = 180V)
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Figure 4.11: Power and efficiency test results
The noise in driver circuit effects to the driver pulse and reduces the efficiency
of inverter. When the input voltage increase, the current inside the circuit is
increased and the dv/dt is also increased. As a result, the noises which effect to
the driver circuit also increase. Therefore, in experiment when the input voltage
is increased, the different of efficiency between damping and non-damping circuit
is increased. And when the input voltage reaches to 180 V, the non-damping cir-
cuit board is unstable. The root cause is confirmed that the signal from isolation
device is noised.
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The power loss on the damping resistor is recorded which ranges from 4-7 W
when the input voltage increases while the efficiency of damping board is higher
than non-damping board. Therefore, the power loss on the MOSFET will be
reduced in damping board compare with non-damping board.
Fig. 4.11(b) shows the relationship between input voltage and output power.
With the same DC input voltage, in experiment the output power is smaller than
that in simulation because of error in output circuit parameter and the dead time
of drive pulse. In experiment, the operating point of inverter is nearer class DE
than that in simulation. Therefore the efficiency in experiment is higher while
the output power is smaller than that of simulation.
4.6 Discussion
The ringing exists in the circuit event with the optimized PCB design. The pro-
posed damping method can significantly attenuate the ringing in the power loop.
The power loss on the MOSFETs is reduced. The EMI noise is suppressed and
the circuit was more stable. With the proposed design, the parasitic inductance
of the trace lines which connect between input capacitors and MOSFET module
becomes a part of damping circuit. Therefore, the parasitic inductance in the
ringing loop can be controlled and the circuit board becomes more compact and
stable.
Finally, the efficiency of the inverter obtained 93.1% efficiency at 1.2 kW
output power. This is an improvement in the comparison with the previous
researches. However, it did not meet the required efficiency of over 95% for
the dynamic charging system. Further researches are required to improve the
efficiency and increase the output power of the inverter.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation of 600V cascode GaN
HEMT in 13.56MHz inverter
5.1 Introduction
At 13.56 MHz inverter, the switching power loss is the major part which impacts
the efficiency of the inverter. As the presents in previous chapters, by optimized
PCB design and ringing damping design, a 1,2 kW inverter with the efficiency
of 93.1% is obtained using silicon MOSFET which is a significant improvement.
However, it is difficult to obtain the efficiency of over 95% by using silicon MOS-
FET because of the limited of the switching speed. A faster switching device
will improve the efficiency of inverter base on the reducing of switching power
loss. It has been well documented that GaN devices have much less switching
loss compared with silicon devices [13,15,37-41]. The GaN devices show potential
for improving efficiency of 13.56 MHz inverter [13,15].
Recently, enhancement-mode (normally OFF) and depletion-mode (normally
ON) GaN switches are available. The depletion-mode switches usually have a
lower ON-resistance and a smaller junction capacitance than the enhancement-
mode switches [38], therefore the depletion-mode GaN switches is better for high
power and high frequency application to obtain high efficiency. To easily control
the normally ON device by using commercial drive IC, a low-voltage silicon MOS-
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FET is used in series to drive the GaN HEMT, which is well known as cascode
structure which is shown in Fig. 5.1. This paper analyses the basic characteristics
of Cascode GaN HEMT in section 2 in point of view of high switching frequency
application.
The first generation of cascode GaN HEMT from Transphom was packed in
TO220 package type. The large parasitic inductance inside the devices is the
disadvantage of this device when applying in high switching frequency converter.
This chapter investigates the characteristic and evaluates the application po-
tential of TO220 GaN HEMT in 13.56MHz inverter. The gate drive design for
cascode GaN HEMT at 13.56 MHz half-bridge inverter is also presented in detail.
5.2 Characteristic of Cascode GaN HEMT
Fig. 5.1(a) shows the basic structure of cascode GaN HEMT. It includes one low
voltage normally OFF Silicon MOSFET connected in series with a high voltage
normally ON GaN HEMT. The Drain-Source voltage of the MOSFET controls
the turn-on or turn-off process of the GaN HEM. The switching speed of the GaN
HEMT is much faster than that of the MOSFET. Hence, the switching charac-
terisitc of MOSFET does not affect the switching performance of the cascode
GaN HEMT. Furthermore, in the cascode GaN HEMT, the power loss mainly
takes place on the GaN HEMT because the low rate-voltage MOSFET has a
low On-resistance and a low switching power loss due to the switching under a
low voltage condition. Therefore, the gate resistor plays a negligible role on the
switching characteristic of the cascode GaN HEMT[38-40].
The GaN HEMT channel does not have any body diode as shown in Fig.
5.1(a). The current can pass through the GaN HEMT channel in both directions
when the gate is turned ON. This characteristic makes the low power loss in
reverse mode of the cascode GaN HEMT when it is used in resonant inverter.
The miller capacitor always strongly affects the switching performance of sil-
icon MOSFET at MHz range switching frequency. However, in the case of the
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Figure 5.1: The structure of cascode GaN HEMT
cascode GaN HEMT as shown in Fig. 5.1(b), the parasitic capacitor in drain-
gate of the GaN HEMT CGD GaN which causes the miller effect does not affect its
gate-source voltage. The low voltage MOSFET naturally is affected by its miller
capacitor. But as the previous analysis, the switching characteristic of low volt-
age MOSFET does not affect the switching characteristic of cascode GaN HEMT.
Therefore the miller effect is negligible in cascode GaN HEMT structure. This
is one of the advantages of the cascode GaN when applying in high frequency
applications.
Table 5.1 shows the comparison of the key parameters between the first gen-
eration high voltage cascode GaN HEMT TPH3006 and the RF power Silicon
MOSFET DRF1400. It shows that, all of the parasitic capacitors of the cas-
code GaN HEMT is much lower than that of the silicon MOSFET. Hence, the
cascode GaN HEMT more suitable than the silicon MOSFET in high switch-
ing frequency applications. With the lower output capacitor, the cascode GaN
HEMT have the faster switching speed which will reduce the switching power loss.
In the half-bridge resonant inverter, the faster switching speed also can reduce
the conduction power loss by the reducing of the dead time. With the lower input
capacitor, the drive power loss of the cascode GaN HEMT will reduce. This is a
suitable characteristic for the multiphase inverter with a large number of phase
where the drive power loss takes a counted part in the power loss of the inverter.
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The commutating dv/dt capability of cascode GaN HEMT is also much higher
than that of Silicon MOSFET because the equivalent reverse transfer capacitance
of GaN HEMT is 3.6 pF in the comparison with 75 pF of silicon MOSFET.
Table 5.1: Key parameter comparison between cascode GaN HEMT and RF
silicon MOSFET
Parameter TPH3006 DRF1400
Vds(V) 600 500
ID(A)(25
0C) 17 24
RDS(on)(Ω) 0.15 0.24
Coss(pF)(at 200 Vdc) 60 190
Ciss(pF) 740 1890
Crss(pF) 3.6 75
Qg(nC) 6.2 -
As the result in [40-41], the estimation value of the parasitic inductance in
the TO220 packing type of GaN HEMT is shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Package parasitic inductance of TPH3006
LD 0.6-1 nH LS 3.1-3.8 nH LG 1.6-1.9 nH
Lint1 0.2-0.4 nH Lint2 0.5-1 nH - -
5.3 Half-bridge inverter with Cascode GaN HEMT
5.3.1 Inverter design
The half-bridge inverter using cascode GaN HEMT is shown in Fig 5.2. the
ringing loop is formed by the parasitic inductance of the loop including of two
switches, input capacitors and output capacitor of switching devices . In this
case, the parasitic inductance of ringing loop is higher than 10nH. As the analysis
in chapter 2, at 13.56 MHz the output voltage will be almost of ringing if the
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inverter operates at class D mode. The switching characteristic of switching
devices will depend on the ringing frequency. The switching loss will be very
high and the switching devices may be broken. Due to the package structure of
casecode GaN HEMT, it is difficult to reduce the parasitic inductance of ringing
loop. Furthermore, as the simulation results shown in Fig. 5.3, the top picture
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Figure 5.2: Half-bridge inverter using cascode GaN HEMT
is the voltage across the drain-source of MOSFET and the bottom picture is it
in GaN HEMT and whole device. It shows that, when the inverter operates at
class D mode with large parasitic inductance in the ringing loop , the ringing
in the voltage across drain-source of low voltage MOSFET excess the maximum
voltage of this MOSFET drive the MOSFET to avalanche operation mode. In
this mode, the ringing current will pass through the body diode of MOSFET
and make the additional power loss. Therefore, with TO220 packing type, the
half-bridge inverter should not operate in class D mode due to the large parasitic
inductance. Operating at Class DE mode is better solution in this case.
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Figure 5.3: The avalanche problem
5.3.2 Gate drive design
Drive design is always the challenge for high switching frequency inverter design
due to the effect of parasitic elements, high switching power loss on the drive IC
and the unstable due to the common mode noise. At high switching frequency,
the resonant drive circuit is recommended to use to reduce the drive power loss
and the required peak current of drive IC. However, in this case, the GaN HEMT
device is used for the power circuit. The drive power loss is much reduced.
Furthermore, the dead time of the drive signals need to be controlled exactly to
obtain class DE operation mode. Therefore, in this design, the conventional drive
circuit is satisfied.
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5.3.2.1 Drive IC selection
At high frequency applications, the choosing of the drive integrated circuit (IC)
mainly depends on two parameters which are peak output current and the max-
imum allowable power dissipation of the drive IC. Normally, the output peak
current of the drive IC is always considered because of the required drive volt-
age rise/fall time [42-43]. However, at very high switching frequency condition,
the dissipation power on the drive IC is extremely high in the comparison with
the low switching frequency case. Therefore, the consideration of the maximum
allowable power dissipation of the drive IC is required.
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Figure 5.4: Miller effect in half-bridge inverter
As shown in Fig. 5.4, when the lowside switch is turned on, there is a current
im pass through the drive circuit of high-side switch due to the changing voltage
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across the miller capacitor CGD. To avoid the shoot-through due to the feedback
effect of miller capacitor, the turn-off resistor of gate drive circuit must be satisfied
the condition as shown in (5.1).
Lg
dim
dt
+RG(off)im − vgs(off) − Lsdiringing
dt
< Vth (5.1)
im ≈ CGD dv
dt
where vgs(off) is the voltage of drive circuit apply to the MOSFET when turn it
off; Vth is the threshold voltage of the cascode GaN HEMT; RG(off) includes the
internal gate resistance of the cascode GaN HEMT RGi , internal resistance of
drive IC Rdrv and external turn-off gate resitance RG .
Normally, the internal gate resistance is not defined in the datasheet. In
this case, the internal gate resistance of the cascode GaN HEMT is measured
by a network analyzer in impedance analyzer mode at 13.56 MHz as show in
Fig. 5.5. Two ports of the network analyzer are connected to the gate and
source terminals of the cascode GaN HEMT while the drain and source terminals
are shorted together [44]. With 2.4 Ω internal gate resistance, 1.8 V threshold
voltage and 100 V/ns slew rate voltage capacity, the no external gate resistance
is required in this design. Then, the required peak output current of the drive IC
is estimated as (5.2).
Ipeak =
Vdrive
RG
(5.2)
The dissipation power on the drive IC can be estimated as shown in (5.3)
PGloss = 2CissV
2
drivefsw (5.3)
Normally, the allowable dissipation power of the drive IC is not defined in the
datasheet. However, it can be estimated base on the thermal resistance value
which is defined in the datasheet as shown in (5.4).
PD =
Tj − TA
θjA
(5.4)
where the Tj is the junction temperate; TA is the ambient temperate and θjA is
the thermal resistance between junction and ambient. In this design, IXRFD630
RF MOSFET drive from IXYS has been selected.
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13.56MHz 
RGS=2.42Ω 
Figure 5.5: Internal gate resistance measuring
5.3.2.2 PCB design
The current loop in turn-on and turn-off process of the drive circuit is shown
in Fig. 5.6(a). The PCB design and the devices selection must minimize the
parasitic inductances in these loops. The parasitic inductance in the turn-on
loop is larger than that of the turn-off loop due to the parasitic inductance of
the bypass capacitor of the drive power source. Then, an existing ringing in the
turn-on loop may make the drive circuit unstable. A resistor RG(on) is added
which acts as the damping resistor in the turn-on loop while does not affect the
condition (5.1) as shown in fig. 5.6(a). The PCB design is shown in Fig. 5.6(b).
The metal foil resistor and the multilayer ceramic capacitors are used to obtain
low parasitic inductance.
5.3.2.3 Isolation common mode noise immunity
It becomes a challenge in the high-side drive circuit design due to the floating
high-side drive ground with very high dv/dt. The proposed design solution is
shown in Fig. 5.7. The circuit design, components selection and PCB design
become extremely critical. Fig. 5.7 shows the common mode current in the high-
side drive circuit due to high dv/dt and the stray capacitor between ground of
high-side drive circuit and ground of power circuit. The common mode current
can be calculated by (5.5) and the effect of common mode current to the drive
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Figure 5.6: PCB design for drive circuit
pulse is expressed in (5.7).
icm = (Cstray1 + Cstray2)
dv
dt
(5.5)
icm = icm1 + icm2 + icm3 (5.6)
vp1 = vp + icm1Z2 − icm2Z3 (5.7)
To obtain high isolation common mode noise immunity, the optical fiber links
or transformer are widely used. In this design, the proposed solution leads to
more compact design by using integrated IC ISO721M. This device can obtain
50 kV/µs for typical common mode noise immunity, maximum delay skew of 2
ns and the isolation voltage up to 4000V RMS.
The structure of the drive pulse generator is shown in Fig. 5.8. The value of
stray capacitor Cstray2 which is shown in Fig. 5.7 depends on the isolation be-
tween the ground of drive pulse generator circuit and ground of the power circuit.
Therefore, as shown in Fig. 5.8, the isolation device is also used for the low-side
drive circuit to isolate two that grounds. The high isolation DC power source is
used for drive pulse generator circuit that also reduces the stray capacitor Cstray2.
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Figure 5.9: PCB design for drive pulse generator circuit board
The PCB design in drive pulse generator circuit is also very importance be-
cause that affects the value of the parasitic capacitors Cstray1 and Cstray2. To
obtain the low value of these parasitic capacitors, the PCB design must separate
the PCB aria of each side where is isolated by the isolation devices. The distance
among these arias is as large as possible. The PCB design around the isolation
devices in the drive pulse generator circuit board is shown in Fig. 5.9. The aria
between the primary-side and secondary-side of the isolation device is designed
with no copper to obtain lowest parasitic inductance.
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5.4 Evaluation of cascode GaN HEMT in 13.56
MHz inverter
To compare the GaN HEMT TPH3006 and the silicon MOSFET DRF1400, two
inverters are tested at the same input dc voltage and the same output circuit.
The dead time is turned for both of inverter operating at class DE mode. The
experiment parameters are listed in the Table 5.3.
Fig. 5.10 shows the prototype of 13.56 MHz inverter using TPH3006. The
PCB is design to minimize the parasitic inductance in the ringing loop. Fig.
5.11 shows the drain-source voltage and gate source voltage waveform of low side
GaN switch in class DE operation mode. The rising time and falling time of
drain-source voltage is 6.5 ns and 4.6 ns respectively at 200 V input voltage.
It is difficult to exactly measure the rising time and falling time in this case
because a few nanosecond will be added due to the rising / falling time of probe
and oscilloscope. But it can be estimated that the dv/dt in this case is over 50
kV/µs and there is no commutating effect in the gate-source voltage of high-side
MOSFET. It also was observed that the delay turn off time of the cascode GaN
HEMT is about 11 ns. This is importance value to count on the dead time of the
half-bridge inverter.
Fig. 5.12 shows the experiment result of the drain-source voltage in the com-
parison with the inverter using Silicon MOSFET. The results show that the rising
Table 5.3: Comparison experiment parameters
Parameter TPH3006 DRF1400
Input voltage 100-200V
switching frequency 13.56 MHz
Drive voltage 0-12 V
Dead time (tdm) 16 19
Resonant circuit L=228 nH; C=800 pF
Blocking capacitor (Cb) 0.01 µF
RF load 50 Ω
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GaN HEMT 
Figure 5.10: Prototype of 13.56 MHz inverter using cascode GaN HEMT
time and falling of the cascode GaN HEMT TPH3006 are always shorter than
that of the RF silicon MOSFET DRF1400 about 3 ns. Therefore, to obtain the
class DE operation mode, the required dead time of the silicon MOSFET inverter
is longer than that of the GaN HEMT inverter about 3 ns. Hence, the conduction
power loss increases at the same output power. In experiment results, without
the consideration about the drive power loss, the efficiency of the GaN HEMT
inverter is aways higher than that of the silicon MOSFET inverter about 2-3% as
shown in Fig. 5.13(a). The drive power loss is 3.6 W with cascode GaN HEMT
inverter and 18 W with RF silicon MOSFET inverter. Then the efficiency of
the module using cascode GaN HEMT obtains 98.6% peak efficiency which is
higher than that of the inverter using silicon-MOSFET about 3.5%. To change
the output power, the input dc voltage is changed with the changing of the dead
time to obtain the class DE mode. At low output power condition, the drive
power loss takes a countable part in the total power loss of the inverter. Hence,
the efficiency of the GaN HEMT inverter is much higher than that of the silicon
MOSFET inverter.
Fig. 5.13(b) shows the output power versus the input dc voltage of the half-
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VDS (50V/div) VGS (5V/div) 
Scale: 10ns/div 
Td(off)=11ns 
Figure 5.11: Key waveforms of half-bridge inverter
bridge inverter using cascode GaN HEMT at class DE operation mode. The
inverter can stable work well at 864 W output power with a small heat sink as
shown in Fig. 5.10. That also means a very high efficiency is obtained.
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5.5 Discussion
This chapter analyses the basic characteristic and evaluates the application of
TO220 cascode GaN HEMT in 13.56 MHz half-bridge resonant inverter. The
inverter does not obtain high efficiency and high power in class D mode due to
the large parasitic inductance of TO220 packing type. In class DE mode, the
inverter using GaN HEMT can obtain high efficiency even in low load condition
because of the faster switching speed and the lower drive power loss. The peak
efficiency of inverter obtains 98.6% comparing with 95.1% of the inverter using
RF silicon MOSFET. The results show that the cascode GaN HEMT is much
suitable than silicon MOSFET at 13.56 MHz inverter. And the inverter with the
efficiency of over 95% can be realized by using the cascode GaN HEMT.
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Chapter 6
Design high power and high
efficiency inverter
6.1 Introduction
As the evaluation in chapter 5, the inverter using the cascode GaN HEMTs
has achieved the efficiency of over 95% at the switching frequency of 13.56MHz.
It shows the high potential to meet the design targets. However, with recent
technology, the cascode GaN HEMTs are only available in the relatively small
rating current so that the output power of 3 kW required could only be achieved
via a parallel circuit comprising several of these devices.
Parallel connection of switching devices has been studied by several researches
[45-52]. The important design issue is the current distribution and thermal uni-
formity among the paralleled devices. An unbalance current distribution leads
to the thermal inequality and result a low electrical properties of the switch-
ing devices [46-47]. The causes of the unbalance current distribution have been
shown as the device parameters mismatch and the circuit parasitic parameters
mismatch. The using of the same manufactures devices was recommended to
reduce the device parameters mismatch [45-52], some PCB design is proposed to
reduce the circuit parameters mismatch [49,50,52] and the active current balanc-
ing method is also proposed [48]. However, with the very fast switching speed,
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the parallel connected of the SIC MOSFET or GaN HEMT devices still is the
big challenge due to the unbalance distribution dynamic current[46, 47, 50, 51,
52]. The number of devices connected in parallel is also limited due to the circuit
parasitic parameters mismatch. Furthermore, at very high switching frequency
such as 13.56MHz, the PCB design must be optimized to minimize the parasitic
components so that it is difficult to connect the devices in parallel. And it also
is difficult to apply the active current balancing method.
The parallel connection of the soft switching inverters which was proposed
in [53-54] and the multiphase resonant inverter which was generalized study in
[55-56], can easily expand the output power of the inverter by the increasing of
the number of phase while still keeps high efficiency by achieving soft switching
condition on each phase. There is no or negligible circulating currents, even
if inverters switch non-synchronous that makes the equal power sharing among
parallel-connected inverters [53]. However, at 13.56 MHz switching frequency,
the switching power loss and driver power loss mainly affect the efficiency of the
multiphase inverter. As a result, it is difficult to obtain a high efficiency when the
number of switching devices increases. Furthermore, the stable of the inverter
is also a challenge. This chapter presents a proposed design of a 3 kW inverter
operating at 13.56 MHz based on the multiphase resonant inverter topology. That
can easily expand the output power up to 10kW by the same design concept. The
cascode GaN HEMT is used to improve the efficiency of the inverter by the faster
switching speed and lower drive loss. The module design solution is proposed to
avoid the influence of the parasitic inductance and keep the balance parameter
among phases. The number of phase of the inverter is optimized based on the
power loss analysis to obtain the highest efficiency. The switching condition
is analyzed to obtain high efficiency and high stability for the inverter. The
drive circuit is designed to obtain the uniform drive pulse among phases and the
high stability of the inverter. Finally, a 3 kW inverter has been fabricated and
tested. The inverter obtains the efficiency of 96.1% at 3025 W output power with
the stable operation. The proposed design of a multiphase resonant inverter is
presented in part 6.2 and the experiment results is shown in part 6.3. Finally,
the discussions are presented in part 6.4.
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6.2 Multiphase inverter design
6.2.1 Module design
Fig. 6.1(a) shows the topology of multiphase resonant inverter including the par-
asitic inductance in the real circuit. Each phase of inverter exits a ringing loop
which is formed by the parasitic inductance and the output capacitor of the power
switches. As the analysis in chapter 4, at high frequency, the damping circuit
in the DC side is better than the damping circuit attached directly in the power
switches due to the soft-switching condition. In the case of the multiphase reso-
nant inverter, the ringing frequencies are different among the phases due to the
different of the parasitic inductance. As the result, the DC-side of the multiphase
resonant inverter exits several ringing with different frequencies. It is difficult to
design the damping circuit. Furthermore, when the parasitic inductances in the
phases are different, it is difficult to obtain the same switching condition in every
phase to achieve highest efficiency for the multiphase inverter. When the number
of phase increase, the parasitic inductance in the ringing loop of the N phase
will also increase. Therefore, the number of phase will be limited due to large
parasitic inductance in the ringing loop of the N phase and the mismatch of these
inductance among phases.
The module design solution as shown in Fig. 6.1(b) is proposed. Each phase
module can operate independently, it includes of the input filter circuit, damping
circuit, drive circuit and two switches in the half-bridge topology. Every phase
will connect with one output board to make a multiphase inverter as shown in
Fig. 6.1(a). With this design, the parasitic inductance in the ringing loop of each
phase is minimized and independent with the number of phase. The parameter of
every phase will be the same. And the module design solution can easily expand
the output power level of inverter unlimited by the increasing of the number of
the modules. With the module design, the equivalent circuit of the multiphase
resonant inverter approximating at the fundamental frequency is shown in Fig.
6.2.
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6.2.2 Switching condition
When the inverter operates at 13.56 MHz, the switching power loss on the power
switches is much higher than the conduction power loss. Therefore, the zero
voltage switching (ZVS) condition is the key technique to obtain high efficiency.
Fig. 6.3 shows the simple equivalent circuit of a half-bridge including two switches
accompany with its parasitic output capacitors and the charging/discharging pro-
cess of the output capacitors when the high-side switch is turned off. Fig. 6.4
shows three possible switching conditions when the inverter operates above res-
onance frequency. Cases shown in Fig. 6.4(a) and Fig. 6.4(b) are the situations
when the drain-source voltage of the low-side switch does not reach to zero before
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Figure 6.3: Charging process of output capacitor
the output current reverses. The difference between cases (a) and (b) is the dead
time. In case (a), the dead time is very short. The low-side switch is turned on
before the output current reverses. The output current will pass through the free
wheel diode in low-side before it reverses. Then the ZVS condition is achieved.
In case (b), the dead time is longer. The low-side switch is turned on after the
output current reverses. In this case, the ZVS condition is not achieved. In both
of case 6.4(a) and case 6.4(b), the output capacitors are shorted when they still
have the voltage. Therefore, the charge and discharge power loss on the output
capacitors make the additional switching power loss and reduce the efficiency of
the inverter.
Fig.6.4(c) shows the situation when no charging and discharging losses are
presented at turn on because the drain-source voltage of low-side switch reaches to
zero before the output current reverses. The ZVS condition is achieved. When the
dead time is turned exactly, the voltage of drain-source capacitor can reach to zero
in time when the output current reverses. This case typically is called class DE
operation as shown in Fig. 6.4(d). This is the perfect switching condition which
is the most suitable for high frequency inverter where the switching power loss
is minimized and the ringing is not presented in the circuit. It makes the circuit
more stable. However, with the Silicon MOSFET at 13.56MHz, the charging and
discharging time are comparable with switching period due to the large parasitic
output capacitor. As the result, in this case, the phase lag is large which leads
to low power corresponding at output of inverter. By using GaN HEMT, the
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Figure 6.4: The possible switching condition above resonance
parasitic output capacitor is much smaller than Silicon MOSFET, and then the
charge/discharge time is much shorter. Furthermore in this design, the first
generation of cascode GaN HEMT TPH3006 in TO220 packing type is used
which has the large parasitic inductance [41]. Therefore, the class DE operation
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mode is the best choice to obtain high efficiency and high stability for the half-
bridge inverter [see chapter 2]. The output power of inverter can easily expands
by increase the number of phase.
6.2.3 Power loss analysis
In the low operation frequency, the drive power loss is negligible. Hence, the effi-
ciency of the multiphase inverter will increase when the number of phase increases
due to the reducing of the conduction power loss [55]. However, in the case of the
MHz operation frequency, the drive power loss takes a countable part in the total
power loss of the inverter. That will affect the efficiency of the inverter when the
number of phase increases. Furthermore, to obtain the class DE operation mode
in each phase of the multiphase inverter, the input DC voltage, the output cur-
rent of each phase and the dead time must be satisfied the relationship as shown
in Fig. 6.4(d). With the same output power of the inverter, when the number
of phase changes, these parameters also change which lead to the changing of
the power loss. Therefore, the following analysis will investigate the changing of
the power loss in the inverter with the changing of the number of phase to find
out the optimum value which obtains the highest efficiency for the inverter. The
analysis also gives the equations to design the multiphase inverter at class DE
operation mode in the consideration of the devices safe operation area (SOA).
The voltage and current waveform of each module is shown in Fig. 6.4(d).
The output current is defined as indicated in (6.1). The relationship between
voltage across Cs1 and Cs2 is shown in equation (6.2).
iL(t) = IL cos(ωst− ϕ) (6.1)
vdc = vCs1(t) + vCs2(t) (6.2)
where ϕ is the phase angle between the output current and the fundamental har-
monic of output voltage of one module. The phase angle depends on the dead
time as shown in (6.3)
ϕ =
td
Ts
pi (6.3)
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To simplify, it can be assumed that Cs1 and Cs2 are charged and discharged by
all of output current. Then the relationship among the input DC voltage, the
output current and the dead time to obtain class DE operating mode is shown in
(6.4) .
Vdc =
1
2Coss
∫ (Ts/4)+(td/2)
(Ts/4)−(td/2)
IL cos(ωst− ϕ)dt (6.4)
The integral in (6.4) is solved to give:
Vdc =
IL
2ωsCoss
[1− cos(2ϕ)] (6.5)
The equation (6.5) shows the relationship among input DC voltage, output cur-
rent of each phase and the dead time to obtain the class DE operation mode.
This condition is given for one phase of the inverter. With the consideration of
the output power of the inverter, the number of phase will be involved.
The amplitude of the fundamental harmonic of output voltage can be calcu-
lated as (6.6) when the output voltage waveform is approximated with trapezoidal
waveform.
V1max =
4
Ts
∫ Ts/2
0
vcs2(t) cos(ωst)dt = 2
Vdc
piϕ
sin(ϕ) (6.6)
Then, based on the equivalent circuit in Fig. 6.2, the output power of the inverter
can be expressed in (6.7)
P0 = N
1
2
V1maxIL cosϕ (6.7)
where N is the number of phase of the multiphase inverter. From (6.5), (6.6)
and (6.7), the relationship among the output current, output power and the dead
time is given in (6.8).
IL =
√
4P0piωsϕCoss
N sin(2ϕ)[1− cos(2ϕ)] (6.8)
Submitting for IL from (6.8) in (6.5), yields:
Vdc =
√
P0piϕ[1− cos(2ϕ)]
N sin(2ϕ)ωsCoss
(6.9)
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Equations (6.8) and (6.9) give the required dc input voltage and the output
current of each phase for a given output power of the inverter in the relationship
with the number of phase, the dead time and the switching frequency to obtain
class DE operation mode.
The conduction power loss on the resonant inductor can be merged with the
conduction loss on the switches. The conduction loss in N phase inverter can be
expressed in (6.10).
Pc(loss) = N
1
2
I2Lr (6.10)
where, r is the turn on resistance of switches merging with the ESR of resonant
inductor L and blocking capacitor Cb.
The gate drive power loss in N phase inverter can be calculated as (6.11)
PG(loss) = N(2Ciss(Vgate+ − Vgate−)2fsw) (6.11)
With ZVS condition, no charging power loss on the output capacitors, no loss
on the body diodes, theoretically, the switching power loss becomes lossless in
class DE mode [58]. Therefore, the power loss analysis will find out the number
of phase in which the total conduction power loss and the gate driver power loss
is minimized. Then the inverter will obtain the highest efficiency.
In case of 3 kW inverter design, the basic design parameters are shown in
Table 6.1. The parameters of the cascode GaN HEMT TPH3006 are looked up
Table 6.1: Basic inverter design parameter
Parameter value
Switching devices TPH3006
Output power 3 kW
Switching frequency 13.56 MHz
Output capacitor Coss (at 200V) 60 pF
Drive voltage 0-12V
Input capacitor Ciss 740 pF
Turn-on resistance RDS(on) 0.15
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from the datasheet [57]. Fig. 6.6 shows the input dc voltage versus the dead time
and the number of phase. The input dc voltage will be limited by two curves:
one is the maximum operation voltage of the device and another is the maximum
dv/dt value of the isolation device in the high-side drive circuit. Fig. 6.7 shows
the output current versus the dead time and the number of phase. When the
number of phase increases, the output current of each phase will reduce. If the
dead time is constant, when the number of phase increases, the output current
will not reduce in the linear rate because it has to satisfy the class DE condition
(6.5). When the input dc voltage is constant, the output current of each phase
will reduce in the proportion with the number of phase as shown in the dot
curve. When the output current of each phase reduces, the required dead time
will increase because the output capacitor of switches does not change.
Fig. 6.8 shows the total conduction power loss and the gate drive power loss
versus the required dead time and the number of phase. This figure shows another
viewpoint based on the changing of the required dead time. Each required dead
time is calculated at the given required input dc voltage and output current
which can be found on the Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7. At the same output power, the
increasing of the required dead time is the same meaning with the increasing of
the required input dc voltage. As the results, the output current on each phase
will reduce which lead to the reducing of the conduction power loss. Fig. 6.8
also illustrates the case of constant input dc voltage consideration in the dot
curve. In this consideration, the total power loss will reduce when the number of
phase increase from 1 to 5 because of the reducing of the conduction power loss.
However, the total power loss will increase when the number of phase continuously
increase due to the increasing of the gate drive power loss. The optimum number
of phase to obtain highest efficiency depends on the choosing of the input dc
voltage. Therefore, to obtain the highest efficiency, the input dc voltage should
not be constant in the design consideration. The input dc voltage and the output
current should be considered in the full range of the safe operation area (SOA)
of the switching device as shown in Fig. 6.9. In this graph, the required dead
time is changed from 1 ns to 20 ns. At each value of the required dead time, the
required input dc voltage and the output current of each phase are looked up in
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the Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7. The optimum operation point to obtain the highest
efficiency is the point in the SOA of the device where the total power loss which
is shown in Fig. 6.8 is the minimum point. In this case, the optimum operation
point is the point which is shown in Fig. 6.6, Fig. 6.7, Fig.6.8 and Fig. 6.9. The
number of phase N = 5 is chosen. The required input DC voltage is Vdc= 267
V, the amplitude of the output current of each phase is IL= 8 A, and the dead
time is td= 10 ns. The power factor angle in this design which can be calculated
based on (6.3) is ϕ = 24.40. The total power loss is 41.6 W. Then the inverter
will obtain the efficiency of 98.6% in theory.
The operation point of the inverter is given by the output resonant circuit.
The simple equivalent circuit of the inverter is shown in Fig. 6.5. The impedance
of the output circuit is shown in (6.12)
Z0 =
RLX
2
C
R2L +X
2
C
+
r
N
+ j
(
XL
N
− R
2
LXC
R2L +X
2
C
)
(6.12)
where, RL is the standard RF load: RL = 50Ω. and XL = ωsL;XC = 1/ωsC
Then, the output capacitor and the output inductor are calculated based on the
impedance matching condition as shown in (6.13)
RLX
2
C
R2L+X
2
C
+ r
N
= V1max
IL
cosϕ
XL
N
− R2LXC
R2L+X
2
C
= V1max
IL
sinϕ
(6.13)
+
   
  
Cb L/N r/N 
N.Coss 
V C RL 
N.iL 
ZO 
Figure 6.5: Equivalent circuit of multiphase resonant inverter (Assumption: The
parameters are the same in every phase)
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6.2.4 Drive design
The drive circuit for each module is designed as the presentation in part 5.3.2.
To obtain class DE operation mode for all phase in multiphase resonant inverter
operating at 13.56 MHz, the drive pulse for all phase must be synchronized. It
becomes a challenge in the high-side drive circuit design due to the floating high-
side drive ground with very high dv/dt. The proposed design solution is shown
in Fig. 6.10. The drive IC and the cascode GaN HEMT must be placed as near
as possible to minimize the parasitic inductance of the connection between them.
Therefore, the drive ICs are directly attached on each module. Then, in order to
synchronize the drive pulses in every phase, every module is connected with the
only one drive pulse generator board.
In the drive pulse generator board, the design of PCB is very critical to keep
the impedance of the trace line is minimized and similar in two sides (Z1N = Z2N).
In the case of multiphase, the impedance in each loop accompany with each
module is designed to balance with the other loop. The ferrite beat is added in
every loop to fill the high frequency noise and make the impedance more balance
as shown in Fig 6.10. To connect from the drive board to the phase modules,
the coaxial cable is used. The type and the length of all cable is the same
to keep impedance balance. The pulse drive dead time and the effective dead
time are always different due to the delay time of the switching devices and the
mismatching in the delay time between the high-and low-side isolation devices.
The delay time of the switching devices mainly depend on the gate drive voltage
and the gate drive resistor. This value is given in the datasheet of the switching
devices at the certain condition. If the design condition is different, it should
be gotten from the experiment. The mismatching in delays among the isolation
device is a very typical problem that is given by the pulse skew parameter in the
datasheet of the isolation device. The pulse skew parameter is the worst case of
the delay mismatching between the device units at the different output states.
Finally, the dead time of the drive pulse must be modified as shown in (6.14)
tdm = td + (td(off) − td(on)) + tpsk (6.14)
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13.56MHz 
pulse source 
Isolation 
device  
Phase 
module 
Module 1 
Module 2 
Module N 
Z11 
Z21 
Z12 
Z22 
Z1N 
Z2N Drive 
board Coax cable 
Coax cable 
Coax cable 
Ferrite 
beat 
Loop N 
Loop 1 
Figure 6.10: Drive pulse generator board design
where: tdm is the modification dead time; td(on) and td(off) are the turn-on and
turn-off delay time of switching device; tpsk is the pulse skew parameter of the
isolation devices.
In the experiment at high frequency, the dead time should be pre-set at the
maximum value which is calculated by (6.14). Then it must be fine-turned to
achieve highest efficiency.
6.3 Experiment results
The five phase inverter is fabricated from five half-bridge modules as shown in Fig.
6.11. The design parameter is chosen as the analysis in part 6.2.3. The output
inductor and capacitor are calculated based on equations (6.12) and (6.13). The
experiment parameters are listed in Table 6.2. Fig. 6.12 shows the experimental
results of the drive board test. It shows that, the drive signals are accurate
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Phase  
module 3 
Phase 
 module 2 
Phase  
module 1 
Phase  
module 5 
Phase  
module 4 
Pulse drive 
board 
50 Ω load 
RF load 
Output 
board 
Figure 6.11: Prototype of 5 phase 3kW inverter
and clean at 13.56 MHz. The drive pulse from the drive board is shown in Fig.
6.12(a). The drive pulse for high-side and low-side are little different because
the isolation devices for high-and low-side drive circuit are different. The high
common mode noise immunity device ISO721M is used for high-side drive circuit.
While the lower common mode noise immunity device HCPL0900 is used for low-
side drive circuit because the low-side drive circuit does not work in high dv/dt
condition. The dead time is fine-turned according (6.14). Fig. 6.12(b) shows the
gate-source voltage of cascode GaN HEMT in one phase module. The re-turn on
pulses in the high-side gate-source voltage which is caused by the miller capacitor
CGD is not observed. Therefore, the circuit is stable at high voltage condition
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Table 6.2: Five phases inverter experiment parameter
Parameter value
Output power 3 kW
Switching frequency 13.56 MHz
Number of phase N=5
Drive voltage 0-12V
Input DC voltage 267V
Resonant circuit L=870 nH; C= 850 pF; CB=0.01 µF
RF load 50Ω
Dead time (tdm) 18 ns
with the unipolar drive voltage. This is one of the importance advantages of the
GaN HEMT device when it is applied in high frequency application because the
threshold voltage of cascode GaN HEMT is low.
The gate-source voltage of five phases is measured and compared together to
confirm the dead time on each phase and the synchronous among phases. Fig.
6.12(c) shows the measurement results of gate-source voltage at high-side drive
circuit of five phase modules. It is totally synchronous. This is the condition to
(c) High-side gate-source voltage in five phases 
(a) Drive pulse 
(b) Gate-source voltage in phase module (5V/div) 
                      (time scale: 10ns/div) 
high-side low-side 
high-side low-side 
Voltage scale: 5V/div 
Time scale:4ns/div 
Vth 
td+td(off)-td(on)=16ns 
tpsk tpsk 
2V/div 
Figure 6.12: Drive signal
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obtain the class DE switching condition in every module.
VDS (100V/div) VGS (5V/div) 
VDS (100V/div) VGS (5V/div) 
Not class DE 
(dead time short) 
class DE td(off) 
Time scale: 10ns/div 
13ns 
Figure 6.13: The drain-source and gate-source voltage of low-side switch with
the changing of the dead time
Upper: dead time: 16 ns
Lower: dead time: 18 ns
Fig. 6.13 shows the drain-source voltage of the low-side switch and its gate-
source voltage in one phase. In the upper case, the dead time is 16 ns. This value
is not enough to obtain class DE mode. Then the switch is turned on before
its drain-source voltage reaches to zero. As a result, the charge/discharge loss
is presented in the circuit and the efficiency is low. In the lower case, the dead
time is 18 ns. The module obtains class DE operation mode. The falling time
of the drain-source voltage of the GaN is about 13ns. It is different with 10ns as
the analysis in part 6.2.3. The reason take from the assumption to get equation
(6.4). In fact, a part of the load current will flow through the conduct channel
of the switch when it is turning off. Therefore, the real charging/discharging
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VDS (100V/div) 0.4x Output voltage 
(100V/div) 
Time scale: 20ns/div 
Figure 6.14: Output voltage waveform of five phase inverter
current of the output capacitors is smaller than the load current. As a result, the
charging/discharging time will be longer than the calculation value. Furthermore,
the real output parasitic capacitor of the cascode GaN HEMT is greater than the
datasheets value due to the parasitic capacitors between these devices and the
heat sink. And the delay time of the oscilloscope and the probe which were used
to measure the waveform also may make the error. The inverter is stable at
3025 W output power with the drain efficiency of 96.8%. The output voltage
waveform of five phase inverter is shown in Fig. 6.14. The total power dissipated
in the drive circuits in experiment is 22.5W while the calculation value is 14.45
W. The different in the drive power loss calculation is taken from the power loss
on the dc/dc power sources for the driver circuit. Therefore, the overall inverter
efficiency is 96.1% as shown in Fig. 6.15. This value is smaller than 98.6% which
was estimated in part 6.2.3. As shown in Fig. 6.15, in the calculation results, the
power loss on the power circuit is only the conduction loss because the switching
power loss is zero in idea class DE mode. However, in the experimental results, the
power loss on the power circuit increase 2.3% beyond the calculation value. This is
a result of the switching power loss. In fact, the class DE operation mode was not
obtained in every phase of the inverter because the absolute balance of the output
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Cal. Exp.
Conduction and switching
power loss (%) 0.891 3.177
Drive power loss (%) 0.475 0.715
Pout (Efficiency %) 98.61 96.1
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Figure 6.15: Power loss distribution in experiment results
inductors, the drive pulse in every phase is impossible. Therefore, the dead time is
turned to obtain the highest efficiency in the experiment results. Furthermore, the
idea class DE operation mode still is difficult to exactly confirm by experiment due
to the error of the high frequency current measurement. Therefore, the switching
condition of the inverter may be similar with the case as shown in Fig. 6.4(c).
Then the conduction loss will be higher than the calculation value.
Fig. 6.16 shows the drain-source voltage and gate-source voltage of low-side
switch in three cases when the dead time is constant at 18 ns with the changing
of the input DC voltage. In the upper figure, the input DC voltage is 280 V, the
output power is increase and the falling time of the drain-source voltage is shorter
due to the lager output phase current. In this case, the switch is also turned on
when its drain-source voltage equals to zero. There is no charge and discharge
loss. However the efficiency reduces due to the increasing of the conduction power
loss. In the middle figure, the input voltage is 267 V as the design. The class DE
is achieved, the inverter obtains highest efficiency of 96.1%. In the lower figure,
the input DC voltage is 200 V, the output current reduces. Therefore, the class
DE operation mode is not achieved. The efficiency of the inverter also reduces.
This is a direct confirmation of the correctness of the analysis in part 6.2.3.
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VDS (100V/div) VGS (5V/div) 
VDS (100V/div) VGS (5V/div) 
VDS (100V/div) VGS (5V/div) 
Time scale: 10ns/div 
VDC =280V 
VDC =267V 
VDC =200V V0 (Class D) 
Class DE 
Figure 6.16: The drain-source and gate-source voltage of low-side switch with
the changing of the input DC voltage
Upper: Input DC voltage: 280 V; dead time: 18 ns
Middle: Input DC voltage: 267 V; dead time: 18 ns
Lower: Input DC voltage: 200 V; dead time: 18 ns
6.4 Discussion
This chapter presents a proposed design of a high power and high efficiency in-
verter operating at 13.56 MHz which can adapt the demands of the EV wireless
charging systems. The GaN device is used to improve the efficiency of the in-
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verter. The influence of the parasitic inductance is solved by the proposed module
design method. The efficiency of the inverter is optimized based on the switching
condition analysis and the power loss analysis. A stable drive circuit is designed
to overcome the challenge at a very high frequency condition. The full design
equations for very high efficiency inverter based on the multiphase topology is
also developed. Finally, a 3 kW inverter operating at 13.56 MHz is fabricated
and tested in an experiment. The efficiency of 96.1% and the stable operating of
the inverter at 13.56 MHz are achieved that directly verify the proposed design
method. In the future work, a 10 kW inverter operating at 13.56 MHz with the
efficiency of over 95% will be developed by following this design method.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
7.1 Conclusion
This thesis presented a design process of a 3 kW 13.56 MHz inverter with the
efficiency of over 95% for the dynamic charging systems. The summary of the
thesis research works as following:
• The parasitic components always exist in the practice circuit because of the
physical connections. At 13.56 MHz switching frequency, the parasitic com-
ponents strongly affect the switching performance of the switching devices.
The analysis shows that the force charge/dis-charge process of the parasitic
output capacitors of the switching devices and the parasitic inductances in
the ringing loop are the root cause of the peak voltage and the ringing in
the half-bridge inverter. The ringing is un-damp able by the nature way.
When the parasitic inductance in the ringing loop is large, the switching
waveform of the switching devices is almost of ringing. The switches may
be damaged by a very high switching power loss. Furthermore, the high
frequency ringing current also affect the gate-drive signal due to the EMI
noise and may make the instability of the inverter.
• When the parasitic inductance of the ringing loop is recognized as one of
the root cause of the ringing in the circuit. The proposed PCB design is
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presented to minimize that parasitic inductance. The simulation and exper-
iment results show that the conventional PCB design which has the ringing
current traveling on the large PCB area and multi PCB layer makes the
large parasitic inductance in the ringing loop and also several sub-oscillators
at low frequencies. With the proposed PCB design, the ringing loop is
designed on only the top layer and in the minimize PCB area. The para-
sitic inductance of the traces line in the ringing loop reduces 33.9%. The
sub-oscillator was not observed in both of simulation and experiment re-
sults. Furthermore, a bypass board is also proposed which uses the field
self-cancellation effect to reduce the parasitic inductance in-side the MOS-
FET module. Finally, the proposed PCB design provides a reduction of
23.4% in the ringing loop parasitic inductance in the comparison with the
conventional PCB design.
• The simulation and experiment result show that the ringing always exists in
the circuit even with the proposed PCB design. And the ringing makes the
instability of the inverter at high voltage operation condition due to the high
EMI noise and high dv/dt on the gate-drive circuit. A new damping circuit
is proposed to damp the ringing in the circuit. The proposed damping
circuit significantly attenuate the ringing in the power loop while dissipates
a very low power loss at 13.56 MHz inverter. Furthermore, the proposed
PCB design uses the parasitic inductance of the PCB trace lines as a part
of the damping circuit so that the parasitic inductance of the ringing loop
is not affected by the damping circuit and the circuit becomes more stable.
Finally, the efficiency of the inverter obtained 93.1% efficiency at 1.2kW
output power. This is an improvement in the comparison with the previous
researches. However, it did not meet the required efficiency of over 95% for
the dynamic charging system.
• When the inverter using silicon MOSFET can not meet the required effi-
ciency of over 95%, an inverter using the high voltage cascode GaN HEMTs
is evaluated at 13.56 MHz as a replacement solution to improve the efficiency
of the inverter. The GaN HEMT devices with the faster switching speed
and much lower gate-drive power loss show the high potential to improve
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the efficiency of the inverter. A gate-drive circuit design for the cascode
GaN HEMT was also presented. In the experiment, the peak efficiency of
inverter using the GaN HEMTs obtains 98.6% comparing with 95.1% of
the inverter using RF silicon MOSFET in class DE operation mode. The
results show that the GaN HEMT is much suitable than silicon MOSFET
at 13.56 MHz inverter. And the inverter with the efficiency of over 95% can
be realized by using the cascode GaN HEMT.
• By using the GaN HEMT devices, the efficiency of over 95% was achieved.
However, the cascode GaN HEMTs are only available in relatively small
rating current so that the output power of 3 kW required could only be
achieved via a parallel circuit comprising several of these devices. The
parallel connection of the switching device is the popular solution at low
switching frequency. At very high frequency such as 13.56 MHz, the unbal-
ance distribution of dynamic current among the parallel connected devices
becomes serious and difficult to solve due to the strong effect of the para-
sitic inductance. The multiphase inverter was used to expand the output
power of the inverter base on the low power GaN HEMT devices. The
module design solution is proposed to avoid the influence of the parasitic
inductance and keep the balance parameter among phases. The number
of phase of the inverter is optimized based on the power loss analysis to
obtain the highest efficiency. The switching condition is analyzed to obtain
high efficiency and high stability for inverter. The drive circuit is designed
to obtain the balance drive pulse among phases and the high stability of
the inverter. Finally, a 3 kW inverter has been fabricated and tested. The
inverter obtains the efficiency of 96.1% at 3025 W output power with the
stable operation.
7.2 Future work
A 3 kW inverter with the efficiency of over 95% has been achieved by using
the cascode GaN HEMT devices and the multiphase resonant inverter topology
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with class DE operation mode. However, the Class DE operation mode requires
exactly parameter of load, resonant circuit and several turning in the experiment
process. Therefore, it is difficult to apply in the dynamic charging systems where
the parameters of the coupling system will always change in the operation. The
inverter behavior analysis in the operation with the dynamic coupling system is
necessary in the future work. Then further researches to keep the soft switching
condition of the inverter in the dynamic systems will also be done.
With the multiphase inverter, the output power of the inverter can be con-
trolled by control the phase shift of drive pulse among phases while still keep the
soft switching condition in each phase of the inverter. In the future work, the
control system will be considered in the whole dynamic charging system to obtain
the highest energy transfer efficiency.
To obtain a 10 kW inverter with the efficiency of over 95% at 13.56 MHz, the
combining of several 3 kW inverters will be studied. However, with the standard
50 Ω RF impedance, the output voltage of the inverter will be very high at 10
kW input power which is the design challenge with the high frequency output
capacitors of the inverter. The lower output impedance or using a RF transformer
in the output will be considered to reduce the voltage across the output capacitors.
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Appendix A
Measurement method
At 13.56 MHz, the measurement technique is very important to properly measure
the waveform and the efficiency of the inverter. The measurement results have
been performed with Tektronix MSO3014 which the bandwidth and sample rate
are 100 MHz and 2.5 GS/s respectively. The voltage probe is Tektronix P6139B.
The parameters of probe are shown in Table A.1. The probe is directly soldered
on the measurement point with the shortest ground lead wire.
Table A.1: The parameters of probe
Name BW(-3dB) Rin/Cin CM range
Tektronix P6139B 500 MHz 10 MΩ/8 pF 300VRMS
The load resistance was obtained by paralleling 240 12-kΩ 10-W resistor.
These resistors were mounted on two parallel copper boards as shown in Fig.
15 to obtain low parasitic inductance. The load resistance was measured by the
Agilent E5061B network analyzer in the impedance measurement mode at the
frequency of 13.56 MHz. The equivalent circuit of the resistance load is shown in
Fig. A.1. Therefore the voltage across the equivalent resistor can be calculated
by (A.1).
VReq = Vmea
Req√
R2eq + (ωLeq)
2
(A.1)
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where the Vmea is the output voltage which is measured on the load by using
oscilloscope. The real output power on the load can be calculated by (A.2)
Pout = V
2
Req/Req (A.2)
Then the efficiency of the inverter is calculated based on the input DC power
measurement and the real output power on the load.
      
  
Leq =76.2 nH 
Req =52.8 Ω Vmea  VReq  
Figure A.1: Equivalent circuit of RF load
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Appendix B
1.5 kW inverter experiment setup
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Figure B.1: Structure of experiment setup
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DC power source 
50 Ω load 
Oscilloscope 1 
Oscilloscope 2 
Power circuit 
Driver circuit 
Isolation DC/DC 
power source 
CMC 
Figure B.2: Picture of experiment setup
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95
 DRF1400 
  500V, 30A, 30MHz
The DRF1400 is a half bridge hybrid containing two high power gate 
drivers and two power MOSFETs.  It was designed to provide the sys-
tem designer increased fl exibility, higher performance and lowered cost 
over a non-integrated solution.  This low parasitic approach, coupled 
with the Schmitt trigger input, Kelvin signal ground, anti-Ring function 
Invert and Non-invert select pin provide improved stability and control in 
Kilowatt to Multi-Kilowatt, High Frequency ISM applications.
TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
• Class D Half Bridge RF Generetors
•  Switch Mode Power Amplifi ers
•  HV Pulse Generators
• Ultrasound Transducer Drivers
•  Acoustic Optical Modulators          
FEATURES
 •  Switching Frequency: DC TO 30MHz
 •  Inverting Non-Inverting Select        
 •  Low Pulse Width Distortion
 •  Single Power Supply (Per Section)
 •  1V CMOS Schmitt Trigger Input 1V  
    Hysteresis
 
 •  Switching Speed 3-4ns
 •  BVds = 500V
 •  Ids = 30A avg.  Per-section
 •  Rds(on) ≤ .24 Ohm
 •  PD = 550W  Per-section   
   •  RoHS Compliant
MOSFET Half Bridge Hybrid
Microsemi Website - http://www.microsemi.com
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Symbol Parameter Ratings Unit 
VDD Supply Voltage 15
V
IN, FN Input Single Voltages -.7 to +5.5
IO PK Output Current Peak 8 A
TJMAX Operating Temperature 175 °C
Driver Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Driver Specifi cations                    
Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Unit
VDD Supply Voltage 8 12 15  
V
IN Input Voltage 3  5
IN(R) Input Voltage Rising Edge 3 ns
IN(F) Input Voltage Falling Edge 3
IDDQ Quiescent Current 2 mA
IO Output Current 8 A
Coss Output Capacitance 2500 pF
Ciss Input Capacitance 3
RIN Input Parallel Resistance 1 mΩ
VT(ON) Input, Low to High Out 0.8 1.1 V
VT(OFF) Input, High to Low Out 1.9 2.2
TDLY Time Delay (throughput) 38 ns
tr Rise Time 5
nstf Fall Time 5
TD Prop. Delay 35
S
IN
DRIVER 30A 
MOSFETS
D
OUTPUT
IN
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DRF1400MOSFET Absolute Maximum Ratings (Per-Section)
Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Unit
BVDSS Drain Source Voltage 500  V
ID Continuous Drain Current THS = 25°C 30 A
RDS(on) Drain-Source On State Resistance 0.24 Ω
Dynamic Characteristics (Per-Section)
Section A and B Output Switching Performance
Symbol Characteristic Min Typ Max Typ
TON Leading Edge 10% to 90% 2 3 4  
ns
TOFF Trailing Edge 10% to 90% 45 TBD 49
TDLY(ON) Total Throughput Delay Time, ON 47 TBD 45
TDLY(OFF) Total Throughput Delay Time, OFF 49 50 51
∆TDLY(ON) Delta TON Delay between Section A and B -0.5 0 1.5
∆TDLY(OFF) Delta TOFF Delay between Section A and B 0 0.6 1.3
Symbol Parameter Min Typ Max Unit
C
ISS Input Capacitance 1800
pFCoss Output Capacitance 335
Crss Reverse Transfer Capacitance 75
Thermal Characteristics (Total Package)
Symbol Parameter Ratings Unit 
RθJC Junction to Case Thermal Resistance .06 °C/W
RθJHS Junction to Heat Sink Thermal Resistance .134
TJSTG Storage Junction Temperature -55 to 150 °C
PD Maximum Power Dissipation @ TSINK = 25°C 1.1 KW
PDC Total Power Dissipation @ TC = 25°C 2.5
Microsemi reserves the right to change, without notice, the specifi cations and information contained herein.
Figure 1, DRF1400 Test Circuit Diagram
The DRF1400 is confi gured as a Half Bridge Hybrid incorporating two independent channels consisting of a driver, a high voltage MOSFET and 
by-pass capacitors.  The function of the by-pass capacitors C1 and C2 is to reduce the internal parasitic loop inductance.  This coupled with the 
tight geometry of the hybrid allows optimal gate drive to the MOSFET.  This low parasitic approach coupled with the Schmitt trigger input (IN), 
Kelvin signal ground (SG) and the Anti-Ring function; provide improved stability and control in Kilowatt to Multi-Kilowatt high frequency applica-
tions.  The IN pin should be referenced to the Kelvin Ground (SG) and is applied to a Schmitt Trigger.  The SG pin is a Kelvin return for the IN pin 
only.  The signal is then applied to the intermediate drivers and level shifters; this section contains proprietary circuitry designed specifi cally for 
ring abatement.  To further increase the utility of the device the driver die and the MOSFET die are adjacent die selected.  This provides a very 
close match in the turn on and propagation delays. 
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High Side Common 1, 7
Low Side Common 8, 14
97
None of the inputs to U1 or U2 of the DRF1400 are isolated for direct connection to a ground referenced power supply or control circuitry. 
Isolation appropriate to the application is the responsibility of the end user.  It is imperative that high output currents be restricted to 
the Drain (17), Source (15) Output (16) and the C3 Bypass (18, 19) connection pins by design.  See DRF100 for more information on Driver 
IC used in the device.
The Function (FN, pin 3 or pin 9) is the invert or non-invert select Pin, it is Internally held high.
DRF1400
The test circuit illustrated in Figure 2 was used to evaluate the DRF1400.  The input control signal is applied via IN and SG pins using RG188.  
This provides excellent noise immunity and control of the signal ground currents.  The +VDD  inputs (pins 2, 6, 8 and 12) should be heavily 
by-passed by 1uF capacitors as close to the pins as possible.  The capacitors used for this function must be capable of supporting the RMS 
currents and frequency of the gate load.  A 50 Ohm (RL) load is used to evaluate the output performance.
Figure 2, DRF1400 Test Circuit
      
Truth Table * Referenced to SG
FN (pin 3) IN (pin 4) MOSFET
HIGH HIGH ON
HIGH LOW OFF
LOW HIGH OFF
LOW LOW ON
      
Truth Table * Referenced to SG
FN (pin 9) IN (pin 10) MOSFET
HIGH HIGH ON
HIGH LOW OFF
LOW HIGH OFF
LOW LOW ON
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High Side Common 
High Side Common 
Low Side Common 
Low Side Common 
High Side Common 
High Side Common 
Low Side Common 
Low Side Common 
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Figure 4, DRF1400 Mechanical Outline
All dimensions are ± .005 
DRF1400
Pin Assignments
Pin 1 High Side GND
Pin 2 U1 +Vdd
Pin 3 U1 FN
Pin 4 U1 IN
Pin 5 U1 SG
Pin 6 U1 +Vdd
Pin 7 High Side GND
Pin 8 Low Side GND
Pin 9 U2 +Vdd 
Pin 10 U2 FN 
Pin 11 U2 IN
Pin 12 U2 SG
Pin 13 U2 +Vdd
Pin 14 Low Side GND
Pin 15 Source
Pin 16 Output
Pin 17 Drain
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
151617
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Figure B.3: Schematic of power circuit
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Figure B.4: Schematic of drive circuit
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Figure B.5: PCB design
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Appendix C
3 kW inverter experiment setup
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Absolute Maximum Ratings (TC=25 °C unless otherwise stated) 
Symbol Parameter  Limit Value Unit 
ID25°C Continuous Drain Current @TC=25 °C   17  A 
ID100°C Continuous Drain Current @TC=100 °C   12  A 
IDM Pulsed Drain Current (pulse width:100 s)  60  A 
VDSS Drain to Source Voltage   600  V 
VTDS Transient Drain to Source Voltage 
a
  750  V 
VGSS Gate to Source Voltage   ±18  V 
PD25°C  Maximum Power Dissipation    96  W 
TC Case  -55 to 150  °C 
Operating Temperature   
TJ Junction  -55 to 175  °C 
TS Storage Temperature    -55 to 150  °C 
TCsold Soldering peak Temperature 
b 
  260  °C 
Thermal Resistance 
Symbol Parameter Unit Typical  
RΘJC Junction-to-Case  1.55  °C /W 
RΘJA Junction-to-Ambient  62  °C /W 
PRODUCT SUMMARY (TYPICAL) 
VDS (V) 600 
RDS(on) () 0.15 
Qrr (nC) 54 
Notes  
a: For 1 usec, duty cycle D=0.1 
b: For 10 sec, 1.6mm from the case  
Preliminary 
GaN Power  
Low-loss Switch 
 
 
TO-220 Package  
G 
S 
D 
S 
Features 
 Low Qrr   
 Free-wheeling diode not required 
 Quiet Tab™ for reduced EMI at high dv/dt 
 GSD pin layout improves high speed design  
 RoHS compliant 
 High frequency operation 
 
Applications 
 Compact DC-DC converters 
 AC motor drives 
 Battery chargers 
 Switch mode power supplies 
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Electrical Characteristics  (TC=25 °C unless otherwise stated) 
Symbol Parameter Min Typical Max Unit Test Conditions 
Static 
VDSS-MAX 
Maximum Drain-Source Volt-
age 
600 - - V VGS=0 V 
VGS(th) Gate Threshold Voltage 1.35 1.8  2.35 V VDS=VGS, ID=1 mA 
RDS(on) 
Drain-Source On-Resistance 
(TJ = 25 °C) 
 - 0.15 0.18 Ω VGS=8V, ID =11A, TJ = 25 °C 
RDS(on) 
Drain-Source On-Resistance 
(TJ = 175 °C) 
 - 0.33 - Ω VGS=8V, ID =11A,TJ = 175 °C 
IDSS 
Drain-to-Source  
Leakage Current, TJ = 25 °C 
 - 2.5 90 µA VDS=600V, VGS=0V, TJ = 25 °C 
IDSS 
Drain-to-Source  
Leakage Current, TJ = 150 °C 
 - 10 - µA VDS=600V, VGS=0V, TJ = 150 °C 
Gate-to-Source Forward 
Leakage Current 
 - - 100 
nA 
VGS= 18 V 
IGSS Gate-to-Source Reverse 
Leakage Current 
 - - -100 VGS= -18 V 
Dynamic 
CISS Input Capacitance  - 740 - 
pF 
 VGS=0 V, VDS=100 V, f =1 MHz      COSS Output Capacitance  - 133 - 
CRSS Reverse Transfer Capacitance  - 3.6 - 
CO(er) 
Output Capacitance,  
energy related a 
 - 56  -  
 VGS=0 V, VDS=0 V to 480 V 
CO(tr)  
Output Capacitance, 
time related a 
 -  110  -   
Qg Total Gate Charge 
b
  - 6.2 9.3 
nC VDS =100 V 
a, VGS= 0-4.5 V, ID = 11 A Qgs Gate-Source Charge  - 2.1  - 
Qgd Gate-Drain Charge  - 2.2  - 
td(on) Turn-On Delay  - 4.5   -  
ns 
VDS =480 V , VGS= 0-10 V, ID = 11 A,  
RG= 2 Ω 
tr Rise Time  - 3.1  - 
Td(off) Turn-Off Delay  - 12   -  
tf Fall Time  - 5.2  - 
Notes  
a: Fixed while VDS is rising from 0 to 80% VDSS ; 
b: Qg does not change for VDS>100 V.  
 
Reverse operation 
IS Reverse Current - - 11 A VGS=0 V, TJ=100 
oC 
VSD Reverse Voltage - 2.3 2.8 V VGS=0 V, IS=11 A, TJ=25 
oC 
VSD Reverse Voltage - 1.6 1.9 V VGS=0 V, IS=5.5 A, TJ=25 
oC 
trr Reverse Recovery Time - 30 - ns 
IS=11 A, VDD=480 V, di/dt =450 A/s, 
TJ=25 
oC Qrr Reverse Recovery Charge - 54 - nC 
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Fig. 1. Typical Output Characteristics TJ= 25 
oC 
Parameter: VGS 
Fig. 3. Typical Transfer Characteristics 
VDS=10 V, Parameter: TJ 
Fig. 4. Normalized On-Resistance 
ID=12 A, VGS=8 V  
Fig. 2. Typical Output Characteristics TJ=175 
oC 
Parameter: VGS 
Typical Characteristic Curves 25 °C unless otherwise noted 
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Fig. 5. Typical Capacitance  
VGS=0 V, f=1 MHz 
Fig. 6. Typical COSS Stored Energy 
 
Typical Characteristic Curves 25 °C unless otherwise noted 
Fig. 7. Forward Characteristics of Rev. Diode 
IS=f(VSD); parameter Tj 
Fig. 8. Current Derating 
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Typical Characteristic Curves 25 °C unless otherwise noted 
Fig. 9. Safe Operating Area Tc = 25 °C   
Fig. 11. Transient Thermal Resistance 
Fig. 10. Safe Operating Area Tc = 80 °C    
Fig. 12. Power Dissipation 
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Fig. 13. Switching Time Test Circuit Fig. 14. Switching Time Waveform  
Fig. 15. Spike Voltage Test Circuit  Fig. 16. Spike Voltage Waveform  
Fig. 17. Test Circuit for Diode Characteristics Fig. 18. Diode Recovery Waveform  
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MECHANICAL 
TO-220 Package 
Pin 1: Gate,  Pin 2: Source,  Pin 3: Drain, Tab: Source 
TO-220 Package 
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Important Notice 
 
Transphorm Gallium Nitride (GaN) Switches provide significant advantages over silicon (Si) 
Superjunction MOSFETs with lower gate charge, faster switching speeds and smaller re-
verse recovery charge. GaN Switches exhibit in-circuit switching speeds in excess of         
150 V/ns and can be even pushed up to 500V/ns, compared to current silicon technology 
usually switching at rates less than 50V/ns. 
 
The fast switching of GaN devices reduces current-voltage cross-over losses and enables 
high frequency operation while simultaneously achieving high efficiency. However, taking full 
advantage of the fast switching characteristics of GaN Switches requires adherence to spe-
cific PCB layout guidelines and probing techniques . 
 
Transphorm suggests visiting application note “Printed Circuit Board Layout and Probing for 
GaN Power Switches” before evaluating Transphorm GaN switches. Below are some practi-
cal rules that should be followed during the evaluation. 
 
 
 
When Evaluating Transphorm GaN Switches 
DO DO NOT 
Minimize circuit inductance by keeping 
traces short, both in the drive and power 
loop 
Twist the pins of TO-220 or TO-247 to ac-
commodate GDS board layout 
Minimize lead length of TO-220 and TO-
247 package when mounting to the PCB 
Use long traces in drive circuit, long lead 
length of the devices 
Use shortest sense loop for probing. At-
tach the probe and its ground connection 
directly to the test points 
Use differential mode probe, or probe 
ground clip with long wire 
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Figure C.2: Schematic of module
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Figure C.3: Schematic of drive circuit
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Figure C.4: Schematic of drive circuit (continue)
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Figure C.5: Schematic of drive circuit (continue)
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